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Proressor John Burnet says :? “So far as I know, no historian of 
Greek philosophy has clearly laid it down that the word used by the 
early cosmologists to express this idea of a permanent and primary sub- 
stance was none other than divers ;3 and that the title [epi dicews, so 
commonly given to philosophical works of the sixth and fifth centuries 
B. C.,# means simply Concerning the Primary Substance. Both Plato 
and Aristotle use the term in this sense when they are discussing the 

1 This paper was begun in the spring of 1908, and was read in substance before 
the Classical Club of Princeton University, Dee. 17, 1908. 

2 Early Greek Philosophy, 2a ed., 1908, p. 12 foll. 
3 Burnet, ibid., p. 13 foll., p. 57, n. 1, rejects the traditional view that Anaxi- 

mander so used apx%, which, he says, ‘‘is in this sense purely Aristotelian.” This 
statement, and the other that ‘‘To Anaximander dpx7 could oniy have meant begin- 
ning,” are open to question ; cp. Hippocrates, II. vodcwv, 51 (7, 584 Littré) bro ray 
apxav diicrarat ov elpnxd oi mavra, and ibid. (7, 590 Littré) dws épyafovrar ai apxai 
Thy Oépunv kal Thy rapaxhv TO yp» bmdyovca és vodcov. Cp. Philolans, fr. 6 éwei dé 
tai dpxal bmradpxov ov~x duotae odd’ duspuvr\a Eooa, fr. 8 Huiy povas ws av dpxi) odca 
ravrwy, fr. 11 dpxa Kai ayeudv, though I lay no stress on these, believing that all the 
so-called fragments cf Philolaus, excepting fr. 16, which occurs in the Zudemian 
Ethics, are spurious. Cp. also note 166, below. This use of dpx% = causal principle 
may well have been old ; ep. ryy7 and pigwua = ororxeiov. The ‘ Aristotelian’ sense 
of dpx% occurs in Plato, Zim. 48 B; cp. Diels, Elementum, p. 20. Burnet also 
says (p. 56) ‘‘That Anaximander called this something [i.e. his “Ame:pov] by the 
name of gvais, is clear from the doxographers.” This statement likewise may fairly 
be challenged. 

4 Burnet here adds in a note: ‘*I do not mean to imply that the philosophers 
used this title themselves ; for early prose writings had no titles. The writer men- 
tioned his name and the subject of his work in the first sentence, as Herodotus, for 
instance, does.” As the titles were, in all probability, added later it is interesting 
to note the words of Galen, de Elem. sec. Hippocr. 1. 9, p. 487 Kiihn: ra yap trav 
ra\av dmravra repi picews ervyéyparrat, ra MeXiocou, ra Iappevidov, ra ‘“Euredo- 
khéous, "AXkxualwvds re kal Topylov, xal Ipodixov, cal rav dd\\wy ardvrwy. It was there- 
fore, as we shall see, a sort of blanket-title, 
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earlier philosophy, and its history shows clearly enough what its origi- 
nal meaning must have been. In Greek philosophical language, dicis 
always means that which is primary, fundamental, and _ persistent, 
as opposed to what is secondary, derivative, and transient; what is 
‘given,’ as opposed to that which is made or becomes. It is what is 
there to begin with.” 

‘There is one important conclusion,” says Professor Burnet,® “ that 
follows at once from the account just given of the meaning of ¢vors, 
and it is, that the search for the primary substance really was the thing 
that interested the Ionian philosophers. Had their main object been, 
as T'eichmiiller held it was, the explanation of celestial and meteorolog- 
ical phenomena, their researches would not have been called? Ilepi 
dicews toropin, but rather [epi ovpavod or Iepi peredipwr.” 

Considering its source, this declaration is of sufficient importance to 
justify an extended examination for its own sake, especially as it has 
not been adequately met by students of Greek thought ;® but the pur- 
pose of this study is somewhat different. The words quoted from Pro- 
fessor Burnet serve, therefore, chiefly as a point of departure. It is 
proposed to consider three subjects, which are of importance in relation 
to the works entitled [epi ¢divaews: (1) the historical relation of the 
studies so entitled to mythology and poetry ; (2) the senses in which 
dvors was employed before 400 B. c. ; (3) the probable connotation of 
the title Tlepit dvcews, judging by the direction of interest of the writers 
as indicated by the problems they raised. 

Before proceeding to the consideration of these questions, however, 
it may be proper to touch briefly on several subjects suggested by the 

5 Burnet here refers to Arist. Phys. 193 a 21 foll. and to Plato, Legg. 892 C 
gtow Bovdovrac Néyew yéveow Tiv epi Ta mpG@ra. Here he interprets yéveow with 
7d é€& of ylyverar. Though this use of yéveors is as old as Homer (= 201, 246), and 
though Plato could employ it in allusion to Homer ( Theaet. 180 D), it would be ill- 
chosen to explain gvo1s. Ast in his ed. (vol. 111. 158) has, as it seems to me, cor- 
rectly rendered the words: ‘‘ Volunt illi naturam dici generationem eorum, quae 
primum orta sint,” unless one prefers ‘‘ quae prima sint.” Cp. drép rijs r&v crorxeiwv 
gicews, Diels, Vorsokr. 11.511, 15. Burnet might have referred with more propriety 
to Plato, Legg. 891 C, but it is to be noted that Pvors is singular. 

6 Tbid. p. 14. 
7 Burnet here refers to Plato, Phaedo 96 A and Eurip., fr. 910. We may add 

Theophrastus, Ph. O. fr. 5 (Diels, Dox. 480, 7) and fr. 9 (ibid. 485, 1). In the latter 
case } @. dlcews icropla is opposed (speaking of Plato) to ) mpayyareia wep ris 
mowrns dirocopias. Cp. n. 206, below. From Theophrastus the phrase was passed 
on to the doxographers. Thus Simplic. in Phys. (p. 23. 29 Diels) says: Oadijs dé 
ap&ros mapadédora ri repli picews loroplay rots "EXAnow éxpivat. 

§ Burnet’s view has been briefly criticised by Professor Millerd, On the Interpreta- 
tion of Empedocles, Chicago, 1908, pp. 18 foll. 
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words quoted from Professor Burnet. It is probably true that early 
prose writings had no formal titles ; but our information on this point 
is really too scanty to admit of dogmatic statement.® It is reasonably 
certain that philosophical works were familiarly quoted as bearing the 
title [epi diaews some time before the close of the fifth century, as we 
may see from the works of Hippocrates ;1° and from the time of Xeno- 
phon, Plato, and Aristotle 41 onwards it must have been the accepted 
designation. In regard to the scope of the title [epi dvcews and Pro- 
fessor Burnet’s attempt to limit it narrowly to the meaning Concerning 
the Primary Substance, and to distinguish it, as if codrdinate, from 
such titles as [epi otpavod and [epi perewpwv, we shall be in better posi- 
tion to decide at the conclusion of our inquiry. But, while it is clearly 
impossible, without writing a history of Greek philosophy, to refute his 

9 Besides Herodotus, we have incorporated titles from Hecataeus (fr. 332 Miiller), 
Antiochus of Syracuse (fr. 3 Miiller), Alemaeon (fr. 1), and Thucydides. It is possi- 
ble that the Mexpds Acdxoouos of Democritus had such a title ; cp. Diog. Laert. rx. 41. 
We have, however, what are said to be the opening words of other works, but mention 
neither the name of the author nor the subject ; e. g. Heraclitus, fr. 1; Archytas, 
fr. 1; Anaxagoras, fr.1; Protagoras, fr. 1 and 4 ; Diogenes of Apollonia, fr. 1. For 
those who hold the fragments attributed to him to be genuine I may add, Philolaus, 
fr. 1. One may, of course, assume that the incorporated title was in these cases 
disregarded, either because a formal title had been substituted for it, or because it 
was considered negligible. The works of Hippocrates, however, do not have incor- 
porated titles naming the author; but have in some cases an introductory sentence 
which announces the subject: e. g. II. yuvacxeins picros (7, 312 Littré) wepi dé ris 
yuvaixelns pics Kal vornudrwy rdde Aéyw ; similarly Democritus, fr. 165 Aéyw rade 
wept tav étyurdvrwv. Cp. also Hippocrates (Littré) 8,10; 8, 408; 8, 466; 8, 556; 
8, 512. 

10 Hippocr. II. dpyx. lnrpixijs, 20 (1, 620 Littré) retvec 52 adrots 6 Néyos és gidoco- 
ginv, xabdrep “Eumedox\ js 7} Got of rept Pics yeypddacw. éyw 5é Todro udev, boca 
rw elpnra } cogioTh 4 inrpe } yéyparra repli Pvo.os, Hocov voulfw rH inrpixn Téxvy 
mwpochjKkew TH ypadixy. II. capxdv, 15 (8,604 Littré) cal eloi ries of f\ctav miow 
évyypdgovres Sri 6 eyxédadds éorw 6 Hyéwv. In Hippocrates we find such titles as 
II. gvows dcréwv, Il. Pics macdiov, II. Pvaos dvOpwrov, Il. Piowos yuvacxeins. The 
meaning of these titles will be seen, I trust, in the sequel. It may excite com- 
ment that I quote Hippocrates indiscriminately. I do so because to do otherwise 
were to prejudge a question not yet settled — hardly even fairly put. I incline to 

_ the opinion that the works of the Corpus Hippocrateum (with possibly one or two 
exceptions) belong to the fifth century ; at any rate, the conceptions and points of 
view they present show few traces of the influence of Socratic thought. 

11 Xen. Mem. 1. 1, 14 ré&v re repi ris tay wavrwr dicews pepmrvivrwv ; Plato, 
Legg. 891 C; Phaedo 96 A (see above, note 7) éya yap, py (sc. 6 Xwxpdrns), véos av 
Oavuacrads ws éreOiunoa tabrns ris copias fy 5h xadodor wepl Picews icropiay, which is 
of great importance since in this connexion Plato most clearly defines the relation 
of the Socratic-Platonic philosophy to that of the @vocxol ; for Aristotle it is hardly 
necessary to do more than refer to Bonitz’s Index under the expressions of gveckoi, of 
wepl picews, of puciordya, Puciodoyetv. 
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further statements that “the search for the primary substance really 
was the thing that interested the Ionian philosophers” and that “‘ Greek 
philosophy began, as it ended, with the search for what was abiding in 
the flux of things ;” it must be said that so to define the scope of Greek 
philosophy were to reduce it to terms which are well-nigh nugatory. 
Greek philosophy did, indeed, seek the permanent amid the flowing ; 
but, as the first determined effort of the human mind to frame a sci- 
ence, it sought an explanation of the fleeting phenomena. ‘This ex- 
planation it found ultimately in that which abides, and gave to it 
various names: but it was not the permanence, but the causality, of 
the izoxeiuevov to which, as scientists, the Greek philosophers devoted 
their chief attention.12 Aristotle was clearly right in refusing to regard 
the Eleatics, in so far as they adhered to their metaphysical principles 
which excluded causality and motion, as dvocxot. 

I. 

“One may say that primitive man has only religious apperceptive 
masses.” ‘“ No matter what historical phenomenon we may trace to 
a remote past, we come at last to religion. All human conceptions, so 
far as they fall within the intellectual horizon ofa pre-scientific age, 
have developed out of mythical conceptions ; but religious ideas con- 
stitute the content, or at least, the garb of myth.” These words from 
the pen of the lamented Professor Usener 1% strike the key-note of this 
portion of our study. 

As later Greek philosophy, so far as it was a philosophy of nature, 
grew out of the teachings of the pre-Socratics with only here and there 
a clearly marked infusion of metaphysics, ultimately derived from So- 
crates: so Greek philosophy as a whole was not a creation e nzhilo. 
Long before the dawn of philosophy, properly so-called, the reflective 
thought of the Greeks had busied itself with many of the problems 
which later engaged the attention of the philosophers.14 Even if we 
had no evidence to prove it, we should still have to assume it as a fact. 
We are not, of course, in position to trace even in the most general 

12 In my study, The Necessary and the Contingent in the Aristotelian System, 
Chicago, 1896, pp. 7-10, I gave a brief analysis of the movement of pre-Socratic 
thought in logical terms. Somewhat more at length a similar study appeared in The 
Logie of the Pre-Socratie Philosophy, published as Chapter IX. of Studies in Logical 
Theory, by John Dewey, Chicago, 1903. 

13 Vortrage und Aufsatze, pp. 43 and 45. 
14 There is much philosophy held in solution in Greek mythology ; but it is 

impossible to utilize it for historical purposes, because the early history of the myths 
is unknown. Unfortunately this is likely always to be the case 
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outlines the stages in the process of organizing the confused mass of 
primitive human experience into a unified world of thought. We may 
be sure, however, that there never was a time when the human mind 
held even two wholly unrelated experiences ; and there will never come 
a time when all human experiences shall constitute a perfect xoopos. 
Somewhere between these limits history moves, the mind now energeti- 
cally striving to achieve a synthesis, now supinely acquiescing in “the 
cult of odds and ends.” 

When the curtain of history rises on the Greeks, we find in Homer 
a strange condition. In the foreground there is a relatively well or- 
dered society of gods and men ; while in the shadows of the background 
lurk remnants of an ancient barbarism. Politically society is in unsta- 
ble equilibrium, momentarily held together by a common cause : par- 
ticularism clearly preceded, particularism follows. One can with 
difficulty banish the thought that the union of the Greeks under the 
suzerainty of Agamemnon was only a poet’s dream,— an ideal never 
realized and perhaps never to be realized. Homeric religion is in much 
the same case: Zeus is king of all the gods, but even after his vic- 
tory over the turbulent sons of Earth, his rule is precarious. The 
Titans fume ; and the wife of his bosom nurses thoughts of treason. 

As for the occurrences of daily life, they are the expression of divine 
powers 15 Jurking everywhere and acting more or less capriciously. Noth- 
ing that occurs occasions much surprise, 46 and a ready explanation for 
even the most unexpected event is suggested by the inscrutable oper- 
ations of the gods. This is not the atmosphere which surrounds and 
stimulates the birth of philosophy. But while Homer, on the whole, 
writes for entertainment and tells such tales as may fitly cheer a pleas- 
ant feast, there are not wanting in the Jliad passages which show that 
the Greeks of that age sometimes thought in a less light-hearted vein. 
Two portions in particular, the Avs “Avary 17 and the @eopuayia, 18 con- 
tain unmistakable vestiges of earlier theogonic and cosmogonic poems. 
The tendency here appearing in Homer finds increasing favor with 
Hesiod and the cosmogonists of the eighth and seventh centuries B.c. 

For reasons hardly intelligible to me it has become common to dis- 

18 Cp. Adam, The Religious Teachers of Greece, p. 22. If Thales said rdavra rrypn 
OeSv, it was a survival of ‘ Homeric’ thought out of harmony with the new philo- 
sophical movement. Such survivals, however, are common in all ages. 

146 Cp. Adam, ibid., p. 24. 
17 Jl, XIv. 
48 J], xx, xxI. That this passage is cosmological was seen by Theagenes in the 

sixth century, B.c. (see Schol. J7. B on T, 67), and emphasized by Murray, Rise of 
the Greek Epic, p. 239 ff., and by Gilbert, Die meteorologischen Theorien des griechi- 
schen Altertums, p. 25, n. 2. 
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tinguish these interesting early thinkers from the illustrious company 
of the philosophers, headed by Thales, as if they belonged to different 
orders of existence. Certain it is that Aristotle was not aware of any 
such fundamental difference. ‘Even a lover of myth,” he says,19 “is 
in a sense a philosopher.” Thales he calls the founder of the school of 
philosophy which inquires into the material cause of things; but he 
adds,2° almost in the same breath, that “‘some think that the ancients 
who lived long before the present generation, and first framed accounts 
of the gods, had a similar view of nature.” By late writers no distine- 
tion whatever is made between the two classes of thinkers ; thus Hip- 
polytus says,21 “The poet Hesiod himself declares that he thus heard 
the Muses speak Ilepi dicews.” Plato, on the other hand, says in a 
playful vein of the early philosophers,2? ‘ Each appears to me to re- 
count a myth for our entertainment, as if we were children. One says 
that the things that are are three in number, and that certain of these 
somehow go to war with one another from time to time; then again 
they become reconciled, contract marriages, beget children, and rear 
their offspring. Another says there is a pair, — Moist and Dry, or 
Hot and Cold, —and gives away the bride and lets the pair cohabit. 
The Eleatic tribe out our way, however, going back to Xenophanes and 
even farther, recounts its tales as if all beings, so called, were one.” 
However we may interpret the passage in detail, it is obvious that 
Plato notes and emphasizes the fundamental identity in point of view 
between the early cosmogonists and the golden tribe of philosophers. 
He shows how easy it is to state philosophical conceptions in mytho- 
logical terms, and suggests by implication that the opposite procedure 
is equally easy. 

Aristotle also clearly correlates OeorAdyo. and Georoyia with dvovodAdyor 
and ¢vcoAcyia in such sort as to show that in his view words and 
concepts run alike parallel.28 He likens the earliest philosophy toa 
lisping child,24 and makes repeated attempts to restate in more accept- 
able form the opinions of his predecessors.25 He would doubtless have 

19 Met. 982° 18. 
20 Met. 983 20 and 27 foll., transl. Ross. It is noteworthy that, though Aris- 

totle does not expressly assent to the interpretation of the myth, he evidently has 
no thought of refuting it. 

21 Philos. 26 (Diels, Dox. 574, 14). 
22 Plato, Soph. 242 C. For this passage see Diels, Vorsokr.,2 40, § 29. 
23 Cp., e.g., Met. 1071” 26 foll., 1075" 26 foll. 
24 Met. 993° 15 foll. Cp. the interesting prelude to the myth, Plato, Polit. 268 E. 

This conception powerfully stimulated the tendency to allegorical interpretation, and 
accounts for Aristotle’s freedom in reinterpreting his predecessors. 

25 I directed attention to several instances of somewhat violent reinterpretation 
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offered a like apology, only with larger charity, for the still earlier cosmog- 
onists. Theophrastus 2 in the same spirit remarked upon the ‘ poetic’ 
diction of Anaximander because he referred to the mutual encroach- 
ment of the elements as ‘injustice.’ Indeed, the mythical cast of much 
of the earlier philosophy is so marked as to constitute a serious prob- 
lem to the historical student, who desires to interpret fairly the thought 
of the age. ‘This fact, duly considered, throws light in both directions. 
It shows, on the one hand, that theogonists and cosmogonists em- 
ployed the names of divinities to designate philosophical, or at any 
rate, quasi-philosophical concepts ; but it also shows that the philoso- 
phers were not themselves conscious of a complete break with the past. 
Thus, while the theogonists pictured the origin and operations of the 
world in terms of the history and behavior of mythical characters, 
often so vaguely and imperfectly conceived 27 as at once to betray their 
factitious nature, the philosophers applied to their principles and ele- 
ments names and epithets proper to the gods.28 This course was, 
indeed, extraordinarily easy and natural to the Greeks, whose religion 
was in its higher phases essentially a worship of Nature.2® But this 
very worship of Nature in her more significant aspects was in itselt 
one of the chief influences which predisposed the Greeks to a philoso- 
phy of Nature. 

There are certain picturesque effects of this intimate historical con- 
nexion of speculation on nature with theology (in the Greek sense), 
which are perhaps worth noting. Aristotle repeatedly uses the ex- 
pression KOO LOV yevvav alongside KoopoTrevety OF Koo po7rowia in reference 

of his precursors in my study, Qualitative Change in Pre-Socratic Philosophy (Archiv. 
fiir Gesch. der Philos., 1906). There seem still to remain a few scholars who, even 
after the illustrations of this tendency noted by Natorp (e. g., Philos. Monatshefte, 
xxx. 345) and Burnet, are unaccountably blind to it. 

26 Apud Simpl. Jn Phys. I. 2, p. 24, 20 (Diels). 
27 See, e.g., Diels, Parmenides Lehrgedicht, p. 10; Rohde, Psyche, 1. 114 and 

115, n. 2; Ed. Meyer, Gesch. des Altertums, I, a (2d ed.), p. 100 foll.; Burnet, 
Early Greek Philosophy, (2d ed.) p. 74 foll. 

28 Cp. Otto Gilbert, Jonier und Eleaten, Rh. M., N. F., 64, p. 189. Empedocles 
deifies the Sphere, the elements, and the efficient causes, Love and Strife. The practice 
continues throughout Greek thonght.: The question is where religious belief ends 
and metaphor begins: see Millerd, On the Interpretation of Empedocles, p. 34. I do 
not doubt that Professor Millerd, as well as Gilbert (1. c. and Meteorol. Theorien, etc., 
p. 110, n. 1) and Adam, The Religious Teachers of Greece, pp. 184-190, 248, 250, go 
too far in accepting as sober belief what was in fact ‘ poetic’ metaphor. See Burnet, 
p. 74 foll., p. 288 foll. Rohde says (Psyche 11. 2) ‘‘ Wer unter Griechen unsterblich 
sagt, sagt Gott: das sind Wechselbegriffe.” This statement certainly requires quali- 
fication ; but this is not the place to discuss the matter at length. 

29 Ed. Meyer, Gesch. des Altertums, I, a (2d ed.), pp. 97-100, distinguishes, — 
aside from purely magical beings, —two classes of gods: I. universal gods, con- 

e 
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to philosophical accounts of creation ; 8° and derivative forms of exis- 
tence are called éyovor or drdéyova of the elements.21 In other words, 
the philosophers were in effect giving the genealogy of the world.32 

ceived as presiding over certain spheres of the (physical or intellectual) world every. 
where and for all men ; II. particular gods, having locally or tribally circumscribed 
spheres. There is, of course, a certain overlapping. The gods of the first class exist 
as permanent beings by reason of the eternally identical activities proceeding from 
them ; those of the second class attain permanence and personality by reason of the 
institution of a fixed cult. Many gods of the first class possess little or no cult, but 
stand as representatives of natural laws. ‘‘No one,” says Professor Burnet, p. 75, 
n. 1, ‘‘ worshipped Okeanos and Tethys, or even Ouranos.” Since the superior gods 
of Greece are largely of this class, it is not difficult to see how religion proved a 
schoolmaster to lead the Greeks to philosophy. 

30 For examples see Bonitz’s Index, 150* 7 foll. Cp. such expressions as yervdor 
5é [raOnrixal Suvdpers| Td Oepudv Kal Wuxpdv Kparodvra ris UAns, Meteor. 379% 1; wera 
dé rovrous xal ras Towatras apxds, ws ody ixavav oiody yervica Tiv Tay bvTwY picu, 
Met. 984° 8. Cp. Plato, Theaet. 153 A. 

$1 Similar expressions abound, as, e.g. ra 5¢ dda ex rovrwv. See my article, 
Qualitative Change in Pre-Socratic Philosophy, notes 36 and 41. 

$2 In this connexion it is proper to refer to the beginnings of Greek historiography 
— both are icropiat. In each case it is the desire of the torwp to go back to first 
principles. Professor Millerd speaks of Empedocles’ [epi picews as a ‘‘ world story ;” 
such in truth it is. History appears to have grown up among the Greeks in con- 
nexion with Genealogy, dealing with xrice:s and other similar events. In Xeno- 
phanes, according to tradition, the two interests of icropla were naturally united. 
His physical derivation of the present world constituted his natural philosophy ; 
on the historical side, he is reported to have composed poems on the founding of 
Colophon and the colonization of Elea. While this latter statement may be ques- 
tioned (see Hiller, Rh. M., N. F. 38, 529) on external grounds, it is not per se 
improbable. The Book of Genesis similarly unites interest in creation and the 
derivation and early history of a people. It seems to be natural to the human 
mind to put explanation in the form of a story; even where it is a question of 
explaining how present’ phenomena occur, it is usual to cast the answer into the 
form of origines. This tendency has misled historians of Greek philosophy at many 
points into the vain endeavor to distinguish between the current cosmic processes 
and the story of creation. Another matter of much interest is the relation of 
creation-story and genealogy, which are thus united in icropin repi dicews, to the 
religious lepds Adyos or gospel. Of this I have spoken incidentally in another con- 
nexion; but it is obvious, even at a glance, that in Genesis, for example, they are 
virtually identical. In later schools of Greek philosophy the natwrae ratio was 
clearly and consciously felt to be a gospel. It is therefore interesting to note that 
of the four Christian Gospels, three in various ways link the gospel story proper 
with the story of creation. Mark, the ‘‘ human Gospel,” omits this essential link. 
The later Gospels supply it: Matthew is content to trace the genealogy of Jesus to 
Abraham, from which point the story was familiar; Luke carries it back to Adam, 
‘*the son of God;” John goes back to the ‘‘ beginning” and finds the Adyos, or 
Guspel Incarnate, with God before, and preparatory to, creation. Hence he can 
dispense with a genealogy. One must bear in mind the supposed compelling force 
of genealogy in prayers. Among many peoples we find the practice of addressing 

a 
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The intimate connexion of physical philosophy with theogony and 
cosmogony has thus been emphasized because it appears fundamental 
to any intelligent inquiry into the meaning and nature of the former ; 
yet no one would deny that there is a distinction to be drawn between 
these cognate forms of speculation on the origin and operations of the 
world. The important point to determine is just wherein the essential 
difference consists. 

In Plato there is a clear distinction drawn between pios and Adyos ; 
with him pvodroyia is associated with zoiyo.s, and, when contrasted 
with Adyos or ioropia, denotes that which is fictitious as opposed to 
sober truth. Herein Plato reflects the spirit of the sixth and fifth cen- 
turies, B. C., which brought science to the birth. Of that period Xeno- 
phanes is an interesting representative. We have seen that he com- 
bined the various interests of ioropia, and he naturally found himself 
in hostility to Homer 33 and all for which Homer stood. Homer stood 
for epic poetry, and epic poetry stood for »i@os. ‘To the mind of Xeno- 
phanes the myths of Titans, Giants, and Centaurs are tAdcparta trav 
mpoTépwy . . . Toe ovdey xpnorov éveort. Indeed, what could such fic- 
tions profit an age that was busily engaged in sweeping the mists from 
the crest of Olympus to let in the dry light of reason? Hecataeus, an- 
other child of the sixth century and a Aoyoypados or devotee of icropia, 
in the introductory sentence of his Genealogies, says :34 “I write the 
following as it seems to me in truth ; for the tales (Adyor) of the Greeks 
are many and, as I think, absurd.” He employs the term Adyou where 
a later writer would probably have said pd@0; for he refers to Greek 
mythical genealogies. Yet Adyos had even in his day come to mean 
prose $5 as opposed to epic composition, and Hecataeus proposed to use 
the new vehicle of artistic expression in the service of sober truth or 
icropia.36 It is noteworthy that he criticises the stories of “the 

the gods in prayer and enforcing the fulfilment of the request by giving the genealogy 
(or as Herodotus, 1. 132 says, the @eovyorin) of the divinities. This is in turn con- 
nected with the magical procedure, which consists in “ assigning the cause” and 
telling how that which, e. g., produced the wound (say, iron) originated, thus con- 
trolling the cause and effecting a cure. On this see Stewart, The Myths of Plato, 
p- 10 foll., who calls this the ‘‘ aetiological myth.” 

83 See Diels, Parmenides Lehrgedicht, p. 10. 
$4 Fr. 332, Miiller. 
35 What the substitution of prose for verse meant to philosophical thought can be 

best appreciated, perhaps, in connexion with Parmenides and Empedocles. Par- 
menides tried to write verse like a philosopher, and was ridiculed as a shabby poet ; 
Empedocles tried to write philosophy like a poet, and is regarded as a fifth-rate 
thinker for his pains. 

36 For icropin see Stein on Hdt. 1. 1; for Adyos, ibid., 1. 21. For the whole 
matter, see Bury, Ancient Greek Historians, p. 16. 
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Greeks,” 37 finding them utterly ridiculous. The new era of travel and 
research had brought to light many an evidence that things were not 
what they seemed, at least that much which passed for true and un- 
questionable among the Greeks was differently conceived or otherwise 
done in other lands. The age of the Sophists merely made common 
property what had for a hundred years exercised the wits of the great 
leaders of the new thought. 
We have seen that Greek religion in the Homeric age harbored two 

conceptions which contained the promise of disintegration, though they, 
still dwelt peacefully side by side. According to the one conception 
every event was equally divine and so equally “ natural,” occasioning 
no surprise ; according to the other, certain provinces of the world, 
physical and intellectual, were apportioned to the “ wide-ruling gods ” 
of Olympus. The former tended to dull the faculty of curiosity, the 
latter to stimulate it. For, in a sense, the Olympians were personified 
laws of Nature. With the increasing organization of experience came 
greater emphasis upon the “‘ Gétterstaat ” and overlordship of Zeus, who 
assumed more and more the title of Geos par excellence and subordinated 
the lesser gods to himself, reducing them in the end to expressions of 
his sovereign pleasure. But back of Zeus, even in Homer, lurks the 
mysterious power of Moipa, before whose might even the “pleasure ” 
of Zeus avails little. As Zeus subdues the lesser gods, so Fate or Law 
subdues Zeus to her inexorable will. But the bright patterns woven 
into Greek mythology, based as they were upon personal caprice and 

87 Bernays, Abh. der Berl. Akad., 1882, p. 70, refers to Anaxagoras (fr. 17 Diels : 
7d 5é yivecOac cal dwdd\drvaOa ovdK 6pOGs voulfovow oi “EAAnves), to Hecataeus (fr. 332), 
Philodemus (II. edseBeias p. 84, Gomp.: dc0us daciv of TlavéAXnves Oeovs) and adds: 
‘* Es ist die vornehme Art der Philosophen von dem Volk zu reden.” Compare also 
Empedocles, fr. 8 and 9(Diels). The feeling is deeper than mere pride: it marks the 
exaltation of the philosophical Adyos, as the statement of gvo.s, over the popular 
Néyos which stands for véuos and wi0s. Bury, Ancient Greek Historians, p. 51, n. 2, 
remarks that when Herodotus quotes and criticises of “EAXves he is contrasting the 
Greek tradition with that of Phoenicians, Persians, or Egyptians, and ‘‘is really 
quoting criticisms of Hecataeus on of “E\Anves, that is, on the current mythology of 
epic tradition.” 

88 It would be foolish to claim for any one cause the determining influence in 
giving direction and scope to the nascent rationalism of the sixth century. Travel 
and research could furnish the content and supply the materials for reflective thought ; 
but both presuppose the divine curiosity which is the parent of philosophy. Many 
influences conspired to produce the revolution in thought ; but travel may well have 
contributed most to convert curiosity into astonishment. The curious collections of 
strange and shocking customs, of which we find echoes in Herodotus, Hippocrates, 
the Acad¢éers, etc., clearly originated in the sixth century, and supplied the arsenal of 
the militant Sophists, 
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anthropomorphic passions, ill comported with the growth of reason 
which demanded submission to universal law. Greek religion experi- 
enced the inevitable conflict between the imagination, the flowering of 
the capricious faculties of youth, and the reflective reason, in which the 
maturing powers assert their right to fixed habits of thought. 
Now ¢vovodAocyia is simply Adyos or ioropia repi picews, — the child 

of the maturing age which set itself to discard or disregard childish 
things and to see things as they are. Thus Adyos zepi dicews succeeds 
pvOos wept Ocdv. The transition is natural; but it involves an element 
of opposition which could not help but be painful and even bitter as 
the extent and bearings of the inevitable conflict came to consciousness. 
The history of pre-Socratic philosophy is the history of this conflict ; 
but the opposition was not final. The strain of conflicting ideals re- 
sulted in a new synthesis. Plato and Aristotle sought to effect such 
a, synthesis, and the endeavor to perfect it is the characteristic of 
the main current of post-Aristotelian philosophy from the Stoics to 
Plotinus. 

Gibbon’s saying,?9 “ Freedom is the first step to curiosity and know]l- 
edge,” nowhere finds fuller application or illustration than in the history 
of Greek philosophical thought ; and nowhere did the early Greek 
thinkers so much feel the need of asserting their freedom as in the 
sphere of opinion where there was an actual or possible clash with the 
received theology in the guise of p»i@os. From the first, philosophers 
had broken with it in intention, however much haunted they might 
have been individually or collectively by presuppositions formulated in 
their mythology. It should occasion no surprise to find inconsisten- 
cies and lapses from their principles ; for such are common in all ages, 
because of the imperfect fluidity of the mental content, which refuses 
to be reshaped at a cast. Nor should we expect to find the principles 
operating to the regeneration of thought explicitly stated at the be- 
ginning : it is the rule that the clear enunciation of principles follows, 
often tardily, the tacit application of them. Plato speaks of the ancient 
feud between poetry and philosophy ; and the point of contention con- 
cerns pi00s.49 Plato also well expresses the fundamental difference be- 
tween the two. ‘TT'o him the poet is a etos dvjp,*! a seer who works by 
inspiration ; 42 the philosopher must follow the argument, even against 

39 Decline and Fall, ch. 66. 
40 Repub. 607 B. See Adam’s note ad loc. and The Religious Teachers of Greece, 

p. 2 foll., 401 foll. 
#1 Repub. 368 A (with Adam’s note). 
42 Apol, 22 A foll., ete. 
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his inclination: 5 yap Adyos quads ype, he says of himself *% in apol- 
ogizing for expelling Homer from the ideal state of the philosopher- 
king. 

In the Epicurean Epistle to Pythocles 4* a distinction is drawn be- 
tween such phenomena as admit of but one rational explanation and 
such as admit of several explanations equally consonant with the data 
of sense. In the former, the conclusion must be categorically affirmed ; 
in regard to the latter, one must suspend judgment: “for one must 
conduct investigations into the operations of nature, not in accordance 
with vain dogmas and ex-cathedra pronouncements, but according as the 
phenomena‘demand. . . . But when one fails to state one possible ex- 
planation and rejects another that is equally consonant with the data 
of sense, it is evident that one falls wholly outside the breastworks of 
science and lapses into pidos.’’ 45 

From the first dvovoAcyia or ioropia rept picews is characterized by 
the fact that it wholly disregards religious authority #6 (vouobecia of 

#3 Repub. 607 B. Following the lead of the argument is a commonplace in Plato: 
cp. Zuthyph. 14C, Theaet. 172 D, Gorg. 527 E, Phaed. 82 D, 115 B, Repub. 365 D, 
394 D, 415 D, Legg. 667 A. 

#4 Diog. Laert. x. 86-87. 
#5 The fear of ut@os was ever-present to Epicurus and his followers. See my 

Epicurea (American Journal of Philology, xx111. p. 194) and compare Kvpiar Adéaz, 
x1.-x111. and Lucretius 1. 68 foll., 102 foll., 151 foll., v. 1183 foll. See also Zeller, 
Phil. der Griechen, U1. (a), 397, n. 2. - Epicurus was, however, herein only following 
Democritus, fr. 297 (Diels): 01 Ovnris picews Siddvow ov eldbrEs AvOpwra, cvverdjoer 
dé rijs év TQ Biw kaxorpayyuoctvns, Tov Tis BiorAs xpébvov év rapaxais kal PbBos TadaiTw- 
péovet, Wevdea mepl Tov pera Ti TeXevTiv uvOoTmdacréovres xpbvov. Rohde, Psyche, 11. 
171, n. cast suspicion on the genuineness of this fragment; but it has been well 
discussed by Nestle, Philol. 67, 548. Epicurus required that one judge concerning 
what cannot be seen (ra 465n\a) on the analogy of that which is visible. In this also he 
followed the pre-Socratics. See Sext. Emp., vir. 140 Acdrimos 5é rpla xar’ adbroy (i. e. 
Democritus) @\eyev elvac xpirjpia * THs uev Tv dd7jrAwY KarahhYews Ta Pawbueva* “ SYis 
yap Ttéav ddji\wr Ta hawdipueva,” Ss pnow 'Avatayédpas (fr. 21 a, Diels), dv émt rodrw An- 
poxperos érawet. The same injunction was given to the physician ; see Hippocrates, 
Il. dcairys ; 1. 12 (6, 488 Littré). Epicurus was ridiculed for offering explanations which 
were foolish : ep. the delectable skit in Usener’s Epicurea, p. 354, 27 foll., where he is 
taunted with believing a uv@apiy ypawde.. But the charge was disingenuous, since the 
explanation in question was only one of several among which he allowed his followers 
to choose, since the matter was not one of which strict account was required of the 
faithful. 

#6 It would be impossible to prove this without showing in detail — what is easy 
but requires more space than can be allotted to it here — how the conclusions of phi- 
losophers ran from the first counter to the fundamental assumptions of the received 
theology. The philosophers therefore came to be regarded as a godless crew: ep. 
Plato, Apol. 18 BC, 19 B, 23D; Xen. Mem, 1. 2, 31; Plut. Pericles, c. 32 (law of 
Diopithes, 432 B. C.). 
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Epicurus) and prejudice (Sedaporia),47 and endeavors to explain 
natural phenomena on the basis of well considered facts and analo- 
gies,#8 assuming the constancy of nature and the universal reign of 

law.49 Aristotle says that the early philosophers did not believe in 
chance,5° and we find objection raised even to the conception of spon- 
taneity,51 which is made relative to human ignorance. 

If one would catch the spirit of that age one must read the priceless 
repository of fifth century thought contained in the Hippocratean cor- 
pus and the fragments of the Sophists. So little remains to us of the 

47 Rohde, Psyche 11. p. 90 draws attention to the conscious opposition of philos- 
ophers to the magicians, etc. The same opposition developed among the philosophical 
and practical physicians, whence they also have been traditionally denounced as a 
godless crew. An interesting document in this regard is Hippocrates II. lepijs vovcou, 
quoted below, n. 133. See also II. rapOeviwv (3,468 Littré) : rp “ApTéudse ai yuvatkes 
&\Xa Te woddd, ddAa 5h Kai Ta wovAvTeéoTaTa Tov ivaTiwy Kafepotor Tay yuvatkeiwy, 
KeXevovrav Trav pdvrewv, ékarwaredpevar. II. evdoxnuocivns, 5 (9, 234, Littré): The 
author says one must carry philosophy into medicine, and vice versa. The difference 
between the two disciplines is slight: among other things they have in common is 
ddevodauovln ; but medicine is not disposed to try to dethrone the gods — each in 
its own sphere ! 

#8 See Rohde, Psyche, 11. 137. The pre-Socratic literature (including Hippo- 
crates) is a remarkable repository of interesting observations and analogies, including 
a few carefully considered experiments. 

#9 See Rohde, Psyche, 1. 138; Milhaud, Lecons sur les Origines de la Sciénce 
Grecque, p. 11 foll. Aristotle says Phys. 261° 25: gvocxdv yap 7d duolws Exew ev 
amrdoas. Hippocr. II. picos dvOpwrov, 5 (6, 42 Littré) in order to prove that some- 
thing is xara giow says: kal ratra rwoijoe: cor wdvta wacay juépny Kal vixra Kal 
xeyudvos cal Oépeos, wéxpis Gv Suvards 7 Td mvedua Edxew és Ewurdv kal maddy pedévat, 
Suvaros 5¢ ora €or dv twos Touvréwy orepnOy tradv Evyyeyovirwy. Who could give a 
better statement of the constancy of natural law applied to a given case? II. diairys 
1. 10 (6, 486 Littré) mip, Srep mdvrwv émixparéerar, divérov dravra xara dicw. Leu- 
cippus (fr. 2 Diels) : odvdév xpijua udryy yiverat, dXXa wavra éx NOyou Te Kal bm’ dvd-yxKns. 
Hippocr. II. dépwv, 22 (1, 66 Kiihlewein): yiverac 5¢ xara gtiow Exacra. Epicurus 
and Lucretius (1, 150) regard the dictum “ nullam rem e nilo gigni divinitus umquam ” 
as the cornerstone of a rational view of the world : Aristotle repeatedly affirms that it 
was the common postulate of the early philosophers. Once (de Gen. et Corr. 317" 29) 
he hints that the intervention of the gods was to be thereby excluded : 6 uddora 
poBovmeva deréXecay ol rpGra Pirocopijoavtes, Td Ex undevos ylvecOar mpoiirdpyovros. 

50 Arist., Phys. 196* 5-11. This means, of course, that the philosophers believed 
their principles sufficient to account for things. When later writers charge the 
Atomists, for example, with having recourse to chance, this is said from the point of 
view of teleology: a purely physical cause was thought to be no cause atall. On the 
practical side, chance is luck. The physicians thought they could dispense with it ; 
see below, n. 152 and 153. 

51 Hippocr. IT. réxvns, 6 (6, 10 Littré) 7d adréuarov ob daiverat odciny Exov ovdeulnr, 
GN’ # ofvoua podvov. Cp. II. rpopijs, 14 (9, 102 Littré) adréuaro: xal odx atréuaro:, 
nuiv pev abripara, aitin 5 ovx airéuaro. In the popular sense 7d a’rsuaror is 
allowed, II. vodawv, A, 7 (6, 152 Littré), IT. xuuay, 6 (5, 486 Littré), 
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authentic utterances of the philosophers of the sixth and fifth centu- 
ries B.C., that we should study with especial interest the body of liter- 
ature emanating in great part from the pamphleteers who assimilated 
and disseminated the teachings of the great masters. The latter were, 
as is the wont of true men of science, more reserved than the motley 
crowd of pseudo-scientists who caught up their half-expressed conclu- 
sions and published them in the market places to eager laymen, for 
whom the scientists entertained only an ill-concealed contempt.52 
No opinion was so well established that they would not sap its roots ; 
no question was too obscure to baffle explanation. A certain decorous 
respect was still shown for the gods ; but they had in fact become su- 
pernumeraries so far as concerned the explanation of the world. Thus 
Hippocrates 53 says: “In matters human the divine is the chief cause ; 
thereafter the constitutions and complexions of women ” ; but while the 
divine is then dismissed, the constitutions and complexions of women 
are considered at length and made to account for everything. In other 
cases, as, e. g., in the treatise II. iepjs vovcov, the gods are definitely 
ruled out as a particular cause, and only the elemental substances, which 
rule in the human frame, are recognized as divine.54 Thus the divine 
working becomes another name for the operation of Nature. 
A good illustration of this procedure is found in Hippocrates, IT. dépwv 

idarwy rorwv. After remarking that the Scythians worship the eunuchs 
because they attribute their estate to a god and fear a like fate for 
themselves, the author says:55 “I myself regard this as divine, as 
well as everything else. One is not more divine nor human 5¢ than 
another ; but all are on the same level, and allaredivine. Yet every 
one of these things has its natural cause, and none occurs without a 
natural cause. I will now explain how in my opinion this comes about.” 
Whereupon the author proceeds to give a purely naturalistic explana- 
tion. You will note here the words éxacrov . . . éxer dvow tiv éavrod 57 

52 See above, n. 37. For the physicians, see Hippocr. II. dp@pwr, 67 (4, 280 
Littré), Ilpoppyrixéy, 2 (9, 10 Littré), Il. réxvys, 1 (6, 2 Littré). 

53 II. yuvacxeins piovos, 1 (7, 312 Littré). Similarly Hpoyrworcxédy, 1 (2, 112 Littré) 
it is required that the physician study the nature of the disease to see whether it is 
too powerful for the strength of the body, dua dé cai ef re Oetov Everrs €v TROL vovTaat, 
kai Touréov Tiv mpdvoray éxuavOavew. Yet, the main business of the physician is with 
the disease and its natural causes, which he must combat. 

54 Hippocr. II. lepis votoov, 18 (6, 394 Littré): radra 8 éort Ocia, Sore under 
diaxpivovra Td vovonua Oevdrepov TGv NorGv rovenudrwv voulfew, dA\\G wdavra Oeia Kal 
évOpinwa wavra: piow 5é Exar Exacrov wal Sivayw ép’ éwvrod. For the last phrase 

’ gee n. 57. 
55 Ch. 22, p. 64 Kiihlewein. 56 Cp. n. 54. 
57 Natorp, Philos. Monatshefte, 21, 581 detects in these words a protest against 

teleology. I think he is in error: it is rather a protest against the supposition of 
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Kal ovdey avev dvoros yiverar. — “ Every thing has its natural cause and 
nothing occurs without a natural cause.” Nature has usurped the 
power of deity. Lest any should fail to catch his meaning, the writer, 
after detailing his naturalistic explanation, repeats: “but as I said 
above, this is equally divine with other things ; but everything occurs 
in accordance with natural law.” Elsewhere 5* Hippocrates suggests 
that it is ignorance alone which inclines the vulgar to regard epilepsy 
as a divine visitation. It is in keeping with this view that teleol- 
ogy is excluded ; even where a modern scientist would involuntarily 
slip into modes of expression which imply final causes, the pre-Socra- 
tics, though at a loss for a satisfactory explanation, offer no such sug- 
gestion.5® ‘T'o the Socratics it was a scandal that Anaxagoras made no 
teleological use of his Nois.6° 
When nature was thus interpreted, it is clear that the gods must 

suffer. One recourse was to attribute the organization of the world to 
them, and then to. have done with them. This is suggested by Hip- 

rl 

a direct intervention of the gods in the regular course of nature. The scientific 
assumption of proximate, special causes is perhaps an outgrowth of the suppositions 
of magic, for which see Ed. Meyer, Gesch. des Altertums, 1. (a) p. 97. Heraclitus, 
fr. 1 (Diels) diacpéwv Exacrov xara giow Kal ppdfwy dkws Exec appears to mean that 
the philosopher proposes to give in his philosophical Aéyos both the general law or 
cause (for @vcis includes both; ep. II. lepis votcov, 1 (6, 352 Littré) diow pwev exer 
(epilepsy) qv kal ra Aorwa vovojuara, SOev yiverar* picw dé abrH Kai rpdpacw KTH.) 
and the proximate, particular cause. This latter promise he failed, of course, to 
keep ; but that is true of every philosophy that has been, or ever will be, devised. 

58 IT. iepijs vovcou, 1 (6, 352 Littré) xara mer riw droplny abroic: Tod wh ywooxew 
To Oeiov airy Siacwgerar. The similarity of this case with that of réyn and 7d adré- 
parov (see above, n. 50 and 51) is at once apparent. Science can dispense with 
chance and God, in proportion as it apprehends the proximate causes of things. 
The religious bearings of this position need not be developed. 

59 Cp. Hippocrates, II. gies wardiov, 19, 21 (7, 506 and 510 foll. Littré) in 
regard to the nails on fingers and toes, and in regard to the rising of milk to the 
breasts of the mother at parturition. Almost countless other examples might be 
cited. The significance of this fact is made clear when one thinks of the constant 
opposition of 7d ob évexa to 7d dvayKaiov by Aristotle (Hist. Animal., Partt. Animal., 
etc.) and Galen (De Usu Partt.), the latter being the point of view of the pre-Socrat- 
ics, the former that of the Socratic. Plato, Tim. 46 C foll. regards physical causes 
as mere ouvairia, ols Oeds bwnperodow xpHrat Ti Tov apicrov xara 7rd Suvariv lddéay 
droreN wy. 

60 See Diels, Vorsokratiker, Anaxagoras, § 47. Rohde, Psyche 11. 192, n. 1 gives 
the impression that Anaxagoras employed teleology. Such a statement would be 
absurd. Our sources are explicit on this head. Proclus ad Tim. (ed. Diehl. 1. 1) 
says: “Avat., 6s 5h) Soxe? xadevddrvrwy rGv Ad\Nwv dv voiy alriov bvra ray yryvouderwv 
ideiv, ovdev ev Tats dmodécect TpocxphrarT@ vg I add the passage because 
it is omitted by Diels, Cp. Gilbert, Aristoteles und die Vorsokratiker, Philol., 68, 
392-395. 
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pocrates,®1 and was, apparently, the réle assigned by Anaxagoras to his 
Nois. Disguise it as he might, Aristotle could find no better solution 
of the problem. Plato ®? puts the question sharply as between God 
and Nature, and says that the majority favor the latter. Such, indeed, 
was for the moment the logical outcome of the pre-Socratic movement 
of thought. It might be allowed that the idea of God was innate ; 68 
but, like all other ideas, it was more likely to be regarded as having a 
history, and as requiring explanation along with the other immediate 
(vous) or mediate (vozos) products of nature. Thus, among others, 
Critias 4 explained belief in the gods as a deliberate fiction concocted 
by a clever statesman to enforce morality beyond the reach of the law, 
supporting it with the natural fears inspired in man by ra peréwpa. It 
is not necessary here to rehearse the familiar story of rationalism as 
applied to religion in the fifth century, B.c.; 65 but it is not too much 
to say that philosophy had deliberately enthroned Nature in the place 
of God. 

But nature, thus completely depersonalized, could not so remain 
indefinitely. Conceived as the power that brings to pass all the events 
constituting the sum of experience, nature became in fact a Creator 
and Governor, only deprived of reason and purpose, and identified 
with the sum of existence.66 The Greek mind, with its plastic imagin- 
ation, was not likely, however, permanently to acquiesce in this imper- 
sonal view of nature, although ®vo.s was extremely late in attaining 
personification as a deity.67 Yet, as we shall see,** a good beginning 
was made in the pre-Socratic period. The transfer of the functions 
and attributes of the ancient gods to ®vois by the philosophers of the 

61 TI. diairns, 1. 11 (6, 486 Littré) piow & rdvrwy Beol dtexdcunoay. 
62 Soph. 265 C tga 5h wdvra Ovnrda cal 5h Kal puTd . . . way Gddov rwds 4H Geod 

Snucoupyodrvros Phoouev Uorepov yiyverOar wpbrepov ox bvTa; 7 T@ TGV woArAGY Séyuare 
kal phar. xpwuevar. . . TH Piow ailTa yeway awd Twos airias abroudrys Kal dvev 
Siavoias mvovons, } wera NOyou Te kal émtorhyns Oelas awd Oeod yiyvouevas ; 

63 Hippocrates, II. evoxynuoctvns, 6 (9, 234 Littré) cal yap uddiora 4 wepl Oedy 
eldnots év vow abri éumdéxerat. 

64 In the Satyr drama Sisyphus, fr. 25 (Diels). 
65 See Decharme, La Critique des Traditions Religieuses chez les Grrecs,1904. 
66 Cp. n. 62. With the necessary additions drawn from that passage the follow- 

ing definition of dvo:s by Iamblichus (Stobaeus, 1. 80, 9 Wachsmuth) well expresses 
the conception of the pre-Socratics: g@iow 5é Aéyw ri axwpiorov airiay rod Kécuov 
kal dywplorws mepiéxovoay ras Sas airlas rijs yevéoews. Cp. also Hermes (Stobaeus 

_I. 289, 26 Wachsmuth) 7 gvots rdvrwy, piovea Ta yeyvipeva, Hui (= piow) wapéxer 
Tos dvopévois. 

67 See K. Preisendanz, Philologus, xLV111, (1908) pp. 474-5. vo.s is worshipped 
in the tenth Orphic Hymn. 

68 See below, notes 106 foll. 
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sixth and fifth centuries eventually so charged Nature with personal- 
ity that the Socratic teleology was a foregone conclusion. From Plato 
onwards, with few exceptions, philosophers proceed with the synthesis: 
the gods act according to the laws of nature, and Nature assumes the 
divinity of the gods. 

% II. 

After thus sketching the setting of those works which by common 
consent bore the title Iepi dicews, it is proposed in this section to con- 
sider the use of the term ¢vovs among the Greeks of the pre-Socratic 
period. Although this study is based upon a collection of passages 
nearly if not quite complete, it is not intended to treat the subject ex- 
haustively, classifying each occurrence of the term. Such an exhibit, 
if carefully and intelligently made, would serve a valuable purpose ; its 
main uses would, however, be lexicographical rather than historical 
and philosophical. The purpose of this section is the more modest one 
of determining somewhat roughly the range of the term ¢vas, in the 
period under discussion, as an index of the scope of the conception of 
Nature. While the chief emphasis will properly fall on works to be 
dated before 400 B.c., we shall have occasion to use, with proper pre- 
cautions, also certain writings of later date, such as those of Plato and 
Aristotle. Indeed, the careful student is not likely to be greatly mis- 
led in this matter by any text of ancient Greek literature. The reason 
is already clear. The philosophy of the Greeks prior to 400 B:c., with 
the sole exception of that of Socrates, may all be properly described as 
concerning itself zepi dvoews. As such it is sharply contrasted with 
the later systems, the main interest of which, with few and relatively 
unimportant exceptions, lies elsewhere : to wit, in the spheres of logic, 
ethics, and metaphysics. ‘This new interest did not date from Socra- 
tes, but had, like all conceptions, an interesting history. If we were 
here concerned with this history we should have to retrace our steps, 
‘beginning once more with Homer and the popular notions of the 
Greeks embodied in religion, mythology, and moral precepts. But all 
this would yield at most a Vorgeschichte ; for the method, which alone 
is of importance in philosophy proper, was created by Socrates. 

There are, strictly speaking, only two periods in the history of occi- 
dental philosophy, the pre-Socratic and the Socratic. The first took 
external Nature as its point of departure, and fixed for all time the 
fundamental conceptions of physical processes. Even where it con- 
sidered biological and intellectual processes, it started with mechanical 
notions and arrived in the end at materialistic conclusions. We may, 
if we choose, speak of the ethics or metaphysics of the pre-Socratics ; 
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but every careful student will be conscious of a fundamental difference. 
Socrates, by introducing the logical method of definition, based upon 
induction and employed in the interest of deduction, discovered a 
new order of existence, which was subject not to mechanical, but to 
teleological laws. Teleological facts were known from the beginning of 
time, and, as we have seen, Nature herself became, in the latter part 
of the pre-Socratic period, charged with personality in a measure 
which made a new interpretation of her operations a foregone conclu- 
sion; but teleology, considered as a method of explanation, was a dis- 
covery of the Socratics. 

The significance of this fact can hardly be measured ; certainly it 
has not been appreciated hitherto by historians of philosophy. Among 
the pre-Socratics conceptions have been found which were certainly 
alien to their range of thought; and the fundamental significance of 
the revolution wrought by Socrates still awaits the appreciation which 
is itsdue. Henceforth the world is definitively divided into two spheres, 
one subject to mechanical, the other subject to final, causes. The 
latter alone is really “intelligible” ; of the other we may say 67, not 
dort. The later Greek systems owe their basic physical concepts ulti- 
mately, and almost exclusively, to the pre-Socratics: where these con- 
ceptions were in any way modified, the reasons for the change are 
commonly to be sought in obviously logical or metaphysical considera- 
tions traceable to the Socratics. Hence the two discrete streams of 
philosophical thought, though externally united, flow in the main 
peacefully side by side, clear and transparent everywhere save at the 
line of contact, where they become a trifle turbid. Plato and Aristotle 
constantly betray their dependence upon the predecessors of Socrates 
for their physical concepts ; and where the post-Aristotelians departed 
from the specifically Platonic-Aristotelian doctrines, they harked back 
frankly to one or another of the pre-Socratics for their physical theories. 

In the following synopsis the attempt has been made to classify the 
uses Of the word ¢voxs in such sort as to suggest their relations one to 
another and to the root-meaning, which is assumed to be “growth.” 
The scheme makes no claim to finality or completeness, being intended 
primarily as a means of displaying in a more or less logical order the 
chief connotations of the term. The inner history of the semasiology 
may be left to others whose interests incline them to such studies.®® 

-. 

_ 6% T regret to say that I have not been able to obtain Der Begriff der Physis in der 
griechischen Philosophie, 1 Theil, von E. Hardy, Berlin, 1884. I knowit only at second 
hand, chiefly through the reviews of Natorp (in Philosophische Monatshefte, 21 (1885), 
pp. 572-593) and of Lortzing (in Bursian’s Jahresbericht, 96 (1899), pp. 223-225). 
There is a brief study of @voris in Ch, Huit, La Philosophie de la Nature chez les 
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Synopsis of the Uses of pivots. 

A. in the concrete: growth as a phenomenon or fact 
I. givors as a (pvous = yévects) 

process. B. in the abstract : growth as a law, principle or ‘ force’ 
of nature. 

A. the starting point of the process considered imperson- 
II. pious ss ally as physical element, original condition, or place 
_ we a! of origin. (Aristotle’s ‘‘ material cause.”’) 
ni oO “a - ° 
sr ig B. regarded as a person or originator. Natura creatrix. 

(Aristotle's ‘‘ efficient cause.’’) 
1. individual, = guy, dxuy, (Aris- 

A. regarded from totle’s évredéxeca). 
without, as the 2. specific or generic, = iééa, yévva, pvors : ~ external frame yévos 

primary J fgg - or constitution. es 
meaning, Saale alk i 3. universal, = xécuos. 
growth. eocesn. to physical: ‘chemically’ defined 

(Aristotle’s or analyzed into its constituent 
“final elements in pre-Socratic times, 
cause,” regarded with reference to its 
which, in : — 3 (by the riagg agpen 
the com- teleologically, with reference to 
lete circle S. regarded from its meaning or end). plete circie within, as char- a 

is identitied acter or consti- a. regarded positively, 
with the tution. as power, talent, in- 
‘efficient stinct, native endow- 
cause. 2. mental ment, 

b. regarded negatively, 
as natural limita- 

x . . tions. 

Let us now turn to the uses of iors, following the order of the syn- 
opsis and noting the implications involved in them. Etymologically 
dvors means “ growth:” as an abstract verbal its first suggestion (I.) 
is that of a process. The process of growth may be regarded concretely 

Anciens, Paris, 1901, pp. 65-69. Somewhat fuller is Woodbridge, The Dominant 
Conception of the Earliest Greek Philosophy, Philos. Rev., 1901, pp. 359-374, which 
was brought to my attention, after this article was in the hands of the printer, by 
Lovejoy, The Meaning of picts in the Greek Physiologers, Philos. Rev. (July), 
1909, pp. 369-383. Professor W. A. Merrill's study of The Signification and Use 
of the Word Natura by Lucretius (Proceedings of the American Philol. Ass’n, 
July, 1891, vol. 22, pp. xxxii-xxxiv) will serve as an interesting illustration of the 
influence of pre-Socratic usage. The same may be said of the articles nature, kind, 
and kin, in the Oxford English Dictionary. One cannot overlook the lexicographical 
studies of @éors found in Aristotle’s Phys. B, 1 (and in briefer form, Jfet. A, 4). 
Reference will be made to his distinctions at the proper points in the survey. There 
are several words of similar origin and meaning which should be studied in connex- - 
ion with vous if a really exhaustive account of the word is to be given from a lexi- 
cographical point of view. Among them may be mentioned guj and yéwa. Of 
course pvc in all its -uses is of the utmost importance ; but, for our present purpose, 
these may be disregarded, except for occasional illustration. 

VOL. XLV.— 7 
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(I. A) as a fact or phenomenon. This conception was to the Greeks 
so obvious 79 that the fact of natural growth lay at the foundation of 
their thought. Growth implies life, and life implies motion. This is 
true of Greek thought always. The growth denoted by ¢voxs refers to 
animal as well as to vegetable life; wherefore durdév appears originally 
to have applied to the former as well as to the latter. It is noteworthy 
that dvors, as implying motion, seems always to denote a process or a 
phase of such process; that is to say, specifically the process itself, 
taken as a whole,?! or its beginning, progress, orend. It does not lend 
itself, therefore, to use as an absolute dpyy: it is consequently always 
opposed, or subordinated to, creative force as such.72 These ideas 
clearly hark back to the pre-Socratic period. In Empedocles we find 
dvous, in the sense of absolute origination, denied ;73 in Aristophanes 74 
we find ¢vcvs in the sense of origin. It is difficult to classify certain 
uses of dvcis, where it may be rendered birth, descent, age, lineage, 
etc., but they may be set down here for convenience.7§ 

But ¢vous, as a process, may be viewed abstractly (I. B) as natural 

7 Arist. Phys. 193° 3 ws & €orw h piors weipacOar Secxvivar yedotov. These words 
apply to @vous as a whole, which, according to Aristotle, is a process. 

71 There is an interesting passage in Plato’s Phaedo 71 E foll., where he is apply- 
ing to the soul the principles of the pre-Socratics : ov« dvramoddcouev ri évavriav 
yéverw, ANG Ta’ry Xwrt) cra } pio.s ; 7} dvayKn drodoiva T@ arobvycKkew évaytiay 
Twa yéverow;. . . TH dvaBiwoxecOa. Here pias is the circular process as a. whole. 

72 Thus Arist. can say 7 Snmovpyjoaca piots, De Partt. Anim. 645°9, but that is 
said metaphorically ; habitually gvois is opposed to divaus and réxvy, in that they 
operate from without, whereas ¢vovs resides within : De Cael. 301°17 érel 5é iors 
pév €or H év ait brdpxovea kujoews apx7y, Sivas & H év G\Aw F GAO. Cp. Met. 
10498. Met. 1070* 7 } uév ody réxvn apxnh ev GdrAy, 7 Se Picts dpxh ev aire. As 
the Stoics regarded God as immanent, they could speak of Zeds rexvirns. In Plato, 
Tim. 41 C even the @eoi GeGv are bidden: rpéwecbe xara picoiv ipets em riv trav 
f@wv Snuovpyiav. Without discussing whether Plato’s dnuovpyds was regarded as a 
creator merely xar’ émivoway or not, it is clear that nature is supposed to proceed 
according to her own laws, and ‘creation’ is not aA} yéveots. 

7 Fr. 8 (Diels); pvors obdevis Eorw amdvrwy | Ovyrar, ov5é ris od NouEevOV Oavaroio 
rerevTh, | GAAA wdvov plécs re Siddragls Te peyévrww | éori, Piows 5 él rots dvoudferac 
dvOpirocw. Aristotle, Met. 101435 curiously misinterprets gvors here, equating it 
with rpwrn civbecis, possibly because he misquoted édvrwy for ardvrwy, quoting (as 
usual) from memory. The slavish commentators do not correct him. Empedocles 
implies that laymen understand gvcis as ard yéveots, which the philosophers one 
and all denied. Aristotle recognizes gvois = yéveois, Phys. 19312 én 8  piors 7 
eyoudyn ws yéveois 606s éorw eis piow (= els odciav, cp. Met. 1003°7). Met. 1014°16 
guors A\éyerar.. . | TGV Hvopdvww yéveois. 

1 Av. 691 picw olwvav yéveclv re Gedy. This occurs in the so-called ‘ Orphic 
cosmogony..’ 

75 Cp. Soph. Ant. 726 of rndcxolde xai didatduerGa 5} | ppoveiv im’ dvdpds Tyxodde 
rivw piow; 0. C. 1295 dv pice vewrepos. Trach, 379 % xdpra Napmpa Kal Kar’ bvoua 
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law, principle, or force. As we have seen, ¢vo1s and ¢vew seemed to 
imply a growth from within, directed not by an external force or power, 
but obedient to its own laws. ‘The importance of this conception can- 
not easily be measured. It expresses succinctly the opposition of ioropia 
mepi pioews and piOos wepi Gedv. As Aristotle well puts it, Phys. 192° 

8: ra pev éore hice, Ta dé du GAAas airias. That which is dice is auto- 
nomous, or, as the Socratics would say, airéyarov. The pre-Socratics, 
when they use 70 airdéparor strictly, deny its existence in nature, since 
every thing has its cause, though we may be ignorant of it. The law 
of nature is an inner constraint or dvayxy.76 Hence dvars, besides be- 
ing the embodiment of all natural laws, is also the mode 7? of operation, 
or Tpdéros, and so comes to mean the customary.78 Indeed habit becomes 
a “second-nature,”’ 79 and thus approaches voyos.89 It was apparently 

kal diow. Probably the last (= lineage) should be classed under III. A, 2, but 
many cases present difficulties. 

7 Eurip. Troad. 886 Zeds, etr’ dvdyxn gpiceos etre vods Bpordv. Here, as often, 
it is difficult to distinguish whether it is the mode or the force which predominates in 
the conception of law. The conception of gvois as comparable to dvdyxn is neatly 
shown in Hippocr. IT. d:airns, A, 28 (6, 502 Littré) Yuxyh uev od alel duoln xal év uéfou 
kal év €\dooou ob yap d\Novodra obre 51a Hvotv ore Je’ dvayKnv: cdpua dé ovdé- 
Kore TwiTd otre kara pio ot bm’ advdyxns. As has been already said, the 
Socratics did not really understand what the pre-Socratics meant by saying that a 
phenomenon occurs dvdyxy ; as it was opposed to what occurs according to design, it 
was rashly described almost indifferently as due to no cause at all, to rvxy, or to 
7) avréyarov. Cp. such popular phrases as 4 dvayxaia trix, Soph., At. 485. 

™ Hippocrates, II. écréwy picwos, 18 (9, 194 Littré) 7 dé éx ray dpicrepdv prey... 
Tiv abriv piow éppliwra: rH év rotor de{voiow. If one compares the analogous use of 
Sivauwv, e.g. Hippocrates, IT. diairys, A, 10 (6, 484 Littré) Oardoons Sivauw, and the 
common adverbial use of dixyv, one is naturally struck by the circle of ideas from 
which the usage springs. The comparison shows the need of caution in inferring 
etymology from particular senses of a word. Cp. Soph., Phil., 164 f. Boris piow 
(= Tpdé7er). 

78 The association of dvcrs with 7d elwOds is common ; see, e.g. Hippocrates, IT. lepis 
vovcov, 14 (6, 388 Littré) 4 re G\Ao werdvOn wd00s rapa Tiv piow 6 ph éwOe. ITI po- 
yrworikdv, 2 (2, 112 ff. Littré). It is the best sign in regard to the symptom, ed Suocdv 
éort Toto. Tov iryiawivrwr, uddiora bé el adrd éwuréw. obrw yap dv eln dpiorov, Td 5é 
évayvTwwrarov Tov duolov, Sewébrarov. (For 7d dvce in relation to likeness, see Proclus 
in Platon. Crat., pp. 7, 18 ff., Pasquali.) .Zbid. passim 7d EdvnOes is regarded as xara 
giow. [Arist.] Probl. 949° 31 7d wdAw els Ta elwOdta ENOeiv owrnpla yiverar avbrots 
Somep els picews xatdcracw. Thucyd. i. 45, 2 (advice to women) ris Te yap brap- 
xovons picews uh xelpoor yevér Oar duly peydrn 7 Sdga. 

79 Democritus, fr. 33 7 gdvois cal 4 didaxh wapardjody écrit. Kal yap 7 didaxh 
perapvopuot Tov dvOpwrov, werapvouodca 5é pvotoroe?. [Arist.] Probl. 949* 27 péya 
pw Te kal Td €00s éoriv Exdoras: pvois yap Hin yiverar. Theophrastus, C. P. 11. 5, 5 
7d yap €0os (referring to plant life) drrep pias yéyove. Cp. Nauck, Poet. Trag. Fr. 
Adespota, 516; Xen. Lacon. 3, 4. 

80 The fact that the pre-Socratics contrasted ¢vors and véuos is instructive. They 
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on the analogy of such words as dvayxy,81 vopos, airia, dixn, Adyos, ete., 
that the ubiquitous constructions xara diow, rapa dicw, pica, diow 
éxew,82 were built. Though they often connote other notions, such as 
cause, their fundamental reference seems to be to what we call law. 
The frequency of such phrases is significant of the prevailing suggestion 
which ¢vo.s had for the investigators zepi ¢dvcews. There is here a 
marked contrast between the implicit and explicit signification of terms. 
Such phrases as rapa dvow have no proper sense except in relation to 
a teleological interpretation of nature ;®* but it is obvious that the 
pre-Socratics were not aware of this implication. They built up a 
structure of conceptions which of necessity led to teleology, but it was 

felt instinctively the parallelism of human and physical law, but the latter was con- 
sciously their point of departure. Yet in trying to interpret physical law, they 
necessarily imported conceptions derived from human law, as, e.g. the dixy of Anax- 
imander and Heraclitus. When Simonides said dvdyxq 5 ot5é Oeol udxovra he 
meant much the same as the (intermittent) tyranny of Mofpa in Homer. I can- 
not but think that Pindar (Plato, Gorg. 483 C, 484 B) véuos 6 rdvrwy Bacieds Ovardy 
Te kal dBavdrwv — dyer SixarGv 7d Biacsrarov bwreprdrg xepi meant the same thing : 
ep. also the overruling God of Heraclitus, who is also Aixyn. So, at any rate, Plato 
interpreted the saying (Gorg. 483 C, Legg. 714 E), as did Hippocrates, II. yorjs, 1 
(7, 470 Littré) vduos wév wavra xparive, and the Anonymus Iamblichi (Diels, 
Vorsokr.? 632, 31 foll.). Of course, in an age when vos and vouos were contrasted, 
the opposite interpretation would also be found ; ep. Plato, Protag. 337 C foll., Hdt., 
111. 38, v 1. 104, Critias, fr. 25 (Diels). Cp. Galen, De Usu Partium, x1. 14 (111. 
905 f. Kiihn), and Nestle, Neue Jahrb. fiir d. klass. Altert., 1909, p. 10 foll. Zeller, 
Ueber Begriff u. Begriindung der sittlichen Gesetze, Abh. d. Berl. Akad., 1882, cites 
some interesting phrases characteristic of the blending of @vors and viuos. Cp. Arist. 
Cuel. 268° 13, Arius Did. (Diels, Dox. 464, 24 ff.). The latter, speaking of the Stoics, 
says xowwvlav 5 bmdpxew mpds add\HArovs dia 7d Adyou peréxyew, Bs ori HPioer vimos. 
The common possession of reason is here the basis of law : conversely in Hippocrates, 
Il. érraujvov, 9 (7, 450 Littré) the possession of a common physical composition is 
the foundation of the inexorable law that all must die: cal ye 6 @dvaros dia ri 
poipny EXaxev. ore wapddeyua To's waow elva, Sri wavra piow Exe, €x rdv abréwy 
éjvra, peraBoras éxew dia xpbvwv Trav ixvovpévwv. Here poipa has become expressly 
a physical law inhering in matter. 

81 Cp. Thucyd. v. 105 7yovpeOa yap 7b re Oetov SbEy 7d dvOpdreidv Te capds did 
ravros brd picews dvayxailns, od dy kparn, Apxew: Kal queisotre Odvres Tov véuor 
xkt\. Cp. Plato, Gorg. 483E; Eurip., Zroad. 886; Hippocrates, II. capxév, 19 
(8S, 614 Littré) ris 5é Giavos Tiv dvdyxny, Sidre év Ewrd TovTEewv Exacta Sioixetrar, éyw 
dpdow év &\Noow. II. Suairns, A, 5 (6, 476 foll. Littré) wdvra yiverac 50’ dvd-yxny Oeinv 
is said from the point of view of Heraclitus. 

82 With g@icw éyew one should class such uses as pv, Soph. Elect. 860, where it 
states a natural law. One also meets dvdyxnv yew dere c. inf. 

83 Natorp, Philos. Monatsh. 21, p. 575 rightly refers to this fact ; but he fails to 
observe that the pre-Socratics did not draw the obvious inference. In Aristotle, of 
course, the thought is clearly expressed, e.g. Phys. 193°32 @omep réxvn déyerar 7d 
kara réxvnv, otrw kal pois TO kara piow éyeTat. 
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the Socratics who seized the import of their labors, and, by introducing 
the teleological method, reconstituted philosophy. Even in the post- 
Socratic period teleology, because seen essentially from the pre-Socratic 
point of view, became, for example among the Stoics, an idle play-thing, 
being purely external.®4 

The step is short and easy from ¢vous, regarded as a process eventu- 
ating in a result, to ¢vovs considered as the author or source of that 
which so results (II.). The distinction must lie in the degree of em- 
phasis laid upon the beginning of the process as distinguished from its 
end, and, by consequence, in the degree of disruption visited upon the 
process as a whole. Such a separation is the result of analysis, and 
the relative prominence of the members into which the unitary process 
falls may reasonably be supposed to indicate the direction of interest 
of those who used the terms. This is, however, a point extraordinarily 
difficult to determine in a satisfactory way. It is safe to say that the 
layman is chiefly interested in vous, the result of the nature-process : 
he takes it for granted — his not to question why. It must, therefore, 
occasion no surprise that by far the most numerous uses of dvovs belong 
to this class (III.). The philosopher, also, must begin with the finished 
product and from it reason back to itssource. In a peculiar way ¢vors 
in this sense (II.) will occupy his attention ; but it is obvious that the 
distinction between cause and law must be difficult to draw. Even in 
the philosophical and scientific literature of our day it is almost im- 
possible to maintain a sharp distinction between them. We ‘may be 
inclined to lay this to the charge of the Aristotelian usage; but this 
solution would fall short of historical truth. As we shall see, the four- 
fold causation of Aristotle, united in dics, is rooted in pre-Socratic 
usage, though Aristotle reinterpreted the pre-Socratic Adyos pifews, or 
chemical definition, converting it into a Adyos otcias as the result of 
logical definition, and at the same time made explicit the unconscious 
teleology of the pre-Socratics by recognizing in the logical definition 
the final cause. 

Touching the beginning of the process, the philosophers were chiefly 
interested in what Aristotle styled the ‘‘material cause” (II. A). 
There is no reason to doubt that the pre-Socratics used ¢vors in this 
sense.85 Aristotle speaks of Thales as the founder of the philosophy 

84 From certain points of view modern philosophy, from Kant onwards, may 
be said to be the attempt to interpret the world in terms of teleology consciously 
conceived as the method of human thought. At bottom Pragmatism is hardly any- 
thing more than an effort to do this consistently, leaving no Absolute outside the 
teleological process. 

85 It is one of the many services of Burnet (see above, n. 3) that he directed 
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which deals with the material cause,8® and says that the majority of 
the first philosophers regarded material causes as the sole causes of all 
things.87 Empedocles 88 uses ¢vcvs of the substance contributed by 
the parents to the birth of their offspring, and Hippocrates ®® does so 
likewise in the same connexion. In another passage Hippocrates well 
illustrates this force of divas. He is engaged in a polemic against the 
monists, who assert that all is one, and makes the point that a living 
being does not arise from’even a multiplicity of substances unless they 
are mixed in the right proportions,9° and hence @ fortiori, could not 
arise from a single substance. He then proceeds : 91 “Such being the 

attention to this usage, though I cannot but differ from him in the interpretation of 
individual texts. It would serve no useful purpose to specify further instances. But 
it should be noted that @vors in this sense means ‘ natural kind,’ and hence is proba- 
bly derived from 111. A, 2. Cp. dééa:, n. 89, and efSea, n. 113. 

86 fet. 983° 20, interpreted by 983° 7 foll. 
87 Met. 983°7: rav 5) rpdtrwr pirocopyncdvyrww ol mretora Tas év Odns eldex dvas 

wHOncav dpyas elvar rdvrwv. Proclus in Tim. (Diehl, 1. p. 1) says to the same effect 
ol uev woddol Trav mpd Tod II\drwvos puoxGv rept ri Urnv diérpeyar. Cp. Gilbert, 
Aristoteles und die Vorsokratiker, Philol. 68, 368 foll. 

88 Fr. 63 dd\d\d didoracrar weréwy dios: h wev év dvdpds. Diels renders: ‘‘ der 
Ursprung der Glieder liegt auseinander ;” Burnet : ‘‘the substance of (the child’s) 
limbs is divided between them, part of it in the man’s and part in the woman’s 
(body).” Here I agree in the main with Burnet. The phrase peréwv pdiors occurs 
also in Parm., fr. 16, 3, where Burnet gives it the same sense, whereas Diels renders : 
“die Beschaffenheit seiner Organe.” In this case I agree with Diels. 

89 II. yovfs, 11 (7, 484 Littré) éwip dé ri of voonua rpocrécy Kal rod iypod avrod, 
ad’ ob rb orépua ylverat, récoapes ldéar Eodoat, Oxdoa ev pice: briptav, Ti yovhy ob>y 
Sr\nv mapéxovew, xX. 

90 II. dics dvOpmrov, 3 (6, 38 Littré). There is much in this discussion which 
applies the reasoning of Empedocles, for the interpretation of whose thought it is of 
extreme importance. It clearly presupposes and combats the theory of Diogenes 
of Apollonia (cp. espec. fr. 3, beginning). For the interpretation of Empedocles the 
statements regarding fit conditions of mixture for yéveots are of especial interest, 
since they imply definite proportions and the admixture of all four elements. The 
intimate relation of Empedocles to the medical schools should be constantly borne in 
mind. Medicine, so far as it consisted in the ministration of medicaments, was 
essentially the art of interfering in the microcosmic wé\euos, which reproduced in 
miniature the cosmic méXeuos, and of preventing érixpdreva of the several elements by 
combatting the overbearing and assisting those which were in danger of succumbing. 
One might be misled into supposing that Greek prescriptions were not precise, because 
few such are found in Hippocrates. The reason, I believe, is that Hippocrates 
insisted on a minute study of the individual case, for which precise prescriptions for 
general distribution would be unsuitable. That prescriptions were given by formula 
we know : cp. Hippocrates, II. evoxnuocdvns, 10 (9, 238 Littré) rpoxaracxevdcOw dé 
co... worhpara réuvew Svvdpeva €F Gvaypagys écxevacuéva mpds Ta yévea. 
These are classified prescriptions. 

91 II. dics dvOpwmrov, 3 (6, 38 Littré). 
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constitution (¢vors) of the universe and of man, it follows of necessity 
that man is not one substance, but each ingredient contributed to his 
birth keeps the self-same force (dvvayis) in the body that it had when 
contributed.®2 And each must return again to its natural kind (cis rHv 
éwutod dvcw), when man’s body ceases to be, — the moist to the moist, 
the dry to the dry, the hot to the hot, and the cold to the cold. Such 
is the constitution (dvcrs ®%) of animals and of all things else ; all things 
originate in the same way, and all end in the same way ; for their con- 
stitution is composed of the aforesaid substances and terminates in the 
same in the aforesaid manner, —whence it sprung into existence, 
thither also does it return.” : 

Here we find peacefully side by side two uses of dvous, (1) that of 
elemental constituent and (2) that of the resultant constitution. Among 
the strict monists there would be no real distinction, and thus there 
would be a show of reason for Professor Burnet’s main contention if 
one limited its application to the Ionians and insisted on a strictly 
monistic interpretation of their thought ;®* but where a multiplicity of 
elemental constituents are recognized, the two uses must differ at least 

92 This is interesting and important in view of its evident dependence upon 
Empedocles. Those who incline to regard Empedocles as a shifty and inaccurate 
pseudo-philosopher and decline to take seriously his doctrine of uigis, as does Profes- 
sor Millerd, On the Interpretation of Empedocles, p. 39 foll., should reckon with 
Hippocrates instead of relying entirely on scraps of his philosophical poem, espe- 
cially when Aristotle agrees with Hippocrates. The fact that Aristotle found Em- 
pedocles’ doctrine of the elements inconsistent with Aristotle’s own misinterpretation 
of Empedocles’ * union into one” (Millerd, p. 40) means absolutely nothing to those 
who know how prone the Stagirite was to find his own ‘‘indeterminate matter” in 
his predecessors. (See my essay Qualitative Change, etc., and Burnet, 2d ed. p. 57.) 
The fact is, and it ought to be emphasized, that the significance for the pre-Socrat- 
ics of a knowledge of Hippocrates has been too much neglected even by scholars 
otherwise competent. The study of Qualitative Change which I published in 1906 

‘would have gained immensely in value if I had then realized the evidential value of 
the Hippocratean corpus and of general Greek literature for these subjects and had 
incorporated the materials drawn from these sources which were then at my command. 
This is not, however, the proper occasion for a rehandling of that whole question, 
aud it must therefore be postponed. 

%3 This passage well illustrates the fact that, while the philosopher does speak of 
the elemental substance as ¢vcis, when he uses the term in a general way, as, e.g. 
the gvors of a man or the gvois of the universe, he means the “‘ constitution” of 
things. This agrees well with the conclusion of Professor Millerd, On the Interpre- 
tation of Empedocles, p. 20. . 

%¢ Such an interpretation I cannot accept for the Ionians (see my Qualitative 
Change, etc.), since strict monism implies the interpretation of 7d & as 7d 8uot0r, 
which appears distinctly first in the Eleatics. Even Diogenes is not to be regarded 
as a consistent monist, since he admitted distinctions in his One. 
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in this, that in the second sense ¢vovs is a collective comprising the 
individual dices 95 of which it is the sum.%6 

It is probable that Democritus also spoke of the atoms as ¢vous in 
the sense of elemental constituents of things, though this is not alto- 
gether certain.97 Burnet likewise discovers this meaning in a frag- 
ment 98 of Diogenes of Apollonia, though as a would-be consistent 
monist Diogenes could ill distinguish. Closely allied to this force of 
divers is that in which ¢vo1s appears as the natural or original place 
or condition of a thing. Thus Hippocrates 9® speaks of a joint, in 
dislocation, as leaving, and on being replaced, as returning to, its 
gvors. It will be recalled that, according to Aristotle, each element 
has its oixetos réros to which it betakes itself as naturally as a cat 
returns home. ‘Thus we find 7 dpyaia dvors denoting the original form 
or condition in Plato,19° and qgvcrs coupled with dpyxaia Kxatucrass ; 
but these turns lead naturally, if indeed they do not belong, to the use 
of dvors as constitution. 

% The plural gices, in this sense, is rare, ep. Arist., Met. 987*17 ; [Arist.], De 
Mundo, 396° 14; Philodem., De Morte (Diels, Vorsokr.,2 385, 17). [Plato], EZpin. 
981 D, uses the singular, not the plural, as one might gather from Diels, Zlementum, 
p. 22. 

96 The recognition of this is common ; e.g. Hippocrates, II. gvcvos dvOpwmrov, 4 
(6, 38 foll. Littré) 7d 6é cGua rod avOpwrov éxer dv éwurgpalua cai drdéyua cai xo\nv 
EavOiw re kal wéd\away, kal rair’ éorlv airéw h pivots TOD owparos, Kal did Tadra adyée 
kal iryyraiver. Cp. also Plato, Phil. 29 A. 

97 Democr. fr. 168. But the words of Simplicius are a comment on Arist., Phys. 
265° 24 dia 5é 7d Kevdv xweicOal gdacw: kal yap obra (the Atomists) ri xara Td rov 
kivnow kweic0a tiv piow Néyove., and may have no other warrant. But riv gdicw 
in the Aristotelian passage means, almost certainly, ‘‘ Nature,” as Prantl renders it. 
On the other hand, Epicurus calls 7d xevédv (which differs from 76 vacrév, according 
to Democritus, only as uydév from dév) by the name of dvadis gvors, though this 
may only be a periphrasis for rd dvagés. But see Arist., Met., 985° 4 foll. 

98 Fr. 2 &repov dv rp ldig pice. This Burnet renders: ‘‘by having a substance - 
peculiar to itself ;” Diels says ‘‘anderes in seinem eigenen Wesen,” which is probably 
the true meaning, implying constitution (composition ?). 

99 II. dpOpwv, 30 (4, 144 Littré) ; bid. 61 (4, 262 Littré). 
100 Symp. 191 A. % ios Sixa érunbn; 191 C fore. . . 6 pws Euduros ad\dAjAwY 

Trois avOpwras Kal 7Hs apxaias picews cvvaywyevs kal émrcyerpGv mrorjoa év éx Svoiv cal 
ldcacba riv picw Tiv avOpwrivyy ; 192 E 7H dpxaia plots ; 193 C els rv dpyalay amen- 
Ocw gpicw. Cp. Repub. 547 B émi riw dpxalay xardocraow. In Democritus, fr. 278 we 
find awd dics kal karacrdcws dpxains. Protagoras (Diels, Vorsokr. 11. 527, 1) is 
reported to have written a work II. ris év dpyq xaracrdcews (perhaps a sort of 
Il. picews dvOpwrov) from which Nestle, Neue Jahrb. fiir klass. Altert., 1909, p. 8. 
thinks Plato freely transcribed the myth in the Protag. 320 C, foll. Hdt. virt. 83 
says év dvOpwrov pic. xa) xardoact. Here belongs also Aristotle’s rpwrn civbecrs 
(see n. 73) and Hippocrates’ 4 €& adpxijs cvoracis, II. duairns, A, 2 (6, 468 Littré). 
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We have seen that in the world of Homeric thought every event was 
regarded as due to the activity of the gods, and that, as the conception 
of Nature replaced that of the gods as a basis of explanation, dvaxs 
was conceived as the source of the manifold activities of the world. 
The phenomena of life, cosmic and microcosmic, seeming to occur 
spontaneously and without external cause 191 and direction, naturally 
engrossed the attention of. the philosopher and might well make it 
appear possible to dispense with a special cause of motion. Aris- 
totle 192 complains that the first philosophers did not concern them- 
selves with this question, confining themselves to the investigation of 
the material cause ; and such anticipations of his efficient cause as he 
finds in the early cosmogonists and cosmologists bear the stamp of 
vital and psychic agencies, hardly distinguishable from the personifica- 
tions of mythology. From these facts divergent conclusions have been 
drawn, some assuming that the mythical conceptions continued essen- 
tially unchanged, others finding a refined animism to which they give 
the name of bylozoism or hylopsychism. The first conclusion is shown 
to be false by the mechanical interpretation put upon the activities of 
the mythically named agencies ; 193 the second presupposes distinc- 
tions which developed only at a later period. 194 In general the phil- 
osophers appear to have contented themselves with the recognition of 
the autonomy of nature, assigning no ground for her activity, since she 
seemed herself to be the sufficient explanation of events. The strict 
exclusion of divine agency not unnaturally suggests a conscious effort 
to eliminate such interference, though this inference might be wrong ; 
on the other hand the habit of saying that certain phenomena occur 
“of themselves” or “‘of necessity ” or “by chance” gave, as we have 
seen, great offense to the teleological Socratics. A modern philoso- 
pher, conscious of the difficulties presented by an attempt to define 
causality and necessity, would judge these early thinkers with less 
severity. But the constant criticism of pre-Socratic philosophers 
by their Socratic successors, due to the teleological prepossessions of 

101 Spontaneous generation of animal life, for example, seems to have been gener- 
ally accepted for lower forms. As philosophy advanced the higher forms of life were 
included, at least at the beginning of the world. 

102 Aristotle, Met, 984* 18-985" 22. Cp. Gilbert, Aristoteles und die Vorsokratiker, 
Philol., 68, 378 foll. 

103 In Empedocles this is obvious to all who regard him as a philosopher and 
consider the evidence ; it is equally clear in regard to Parmenides. Cp. my Quali- 
tative Change, n. 89, and see also ibid. nn. 55 and 65. 

104 For this see Burnet, ed. 2, p. 15 foll. 
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the latter,1°5 is suggestive of the tardiness with which they came to 
consider the implications of causality and the laws of nature. 

The use of ¢voxs, with more or less personification, as the author of a 
process (II. B), appears relatively late, as we should expect.1°6 Hip- 
pocrates speaks of Nature as arranging the vitals in the inner 
parts ; 197 says of the auricles of the heart that they are instruments 
by which she takes in the air, adding that.they seem to be the handi- 
work of a good craftsman ; 198 refers to the vis medicatriz naturae, 
Nature having discovered the methods without understanding and un- 
taught ;199 she makes glands and hair ; 419 she can prepare the way 
for and ofier resistance to instruction ;111 she is all-sufficient ; 112 she 

105 It is perhaps unnecessary to cite passages, but the intrinsic interest of the 
following may justify one in quoting it. Arist. De Partt. Animal. 641° 20: oi 5¢ ray 
pév tgwv Exacrov pice paciv elvar xal yevérOa, Tov 5 ovpavdv awd Tiyxys Kal Tod av’ro- 
pdrov Toodrov cvoTiva, €v @ awd Tuxns Kal aratias 005 érioiy dalverar. mavraxoi be 
ride Tovde Evexa, Sov av paivnra Tédos Ti wpds 6 H Kivnots wepaivec undevds Eurrodifor- 
ros. Ware elvac pavepov Gri ort TL ToLovTov, 6 5h Kal Kadoduev mPiow. od yap 6) STi 
eruxev €& éExdorouv yiverat orépparos, dd\d\a Tdde Ex Tovde, OVSE omépua Td TYXObv Ex TOU 
TuxovTos cwuaTos. apxnh dpa kal woinrixdy Tov €f a’rov 7b oméppa. pice yap Taira - 
pverar yoov €x TovTov. ada wi Ere rovrouv mpdrepov 7d 0b Tb omdppa: yéveois pév yap 
7d omépua, ovoia dé 7d rédos. Cp. Ed. Meyer, Geschichte des Altert. 1. (a), p. 106: 
‘* Vielleicht noch verbreiteter (than the belief that divinities reside in inanimate ob- 
jects, such as stocks and stones) ist der Glaube, dass die Gotter in Tieren ihren 
Wohnsitz haben. Die Tiere sind lebendige Wesen, die eine willenstarke Seele haben 
wie der Mensch ; nur sind sie nicht nur an Kraft dem Menschen vielfach iiberlegen, 
sondern vor allem viel geheimnisvoller, unberechenbarer und dabei zugleich durch 
ihren Instinkt viel sicherer und zielbewusster in ihrem Auftreten als der Mensch : 
sie wissen vieles, was der Mensch nicht weiss. Daher sind sie fiir die primitive 
Anschauung recht eigentlich der Sitz geheimnisvoller géttlicher Michte.” These 
same qualities of animals, as we shall see, shared in the development of the idea of 
vos which took the place of that of the gods for purposes of explanation. 

106 Not all the passages cited emphasize the agency of Nature, and the degrees of 
personification differ ; but personification in any degree implies or suggests agency, 
and for convenience, if for no other reason, the uses should be considered together. 

107 II. dvaroujs, 1 (8, 538 Littré) ra pev & ava péoov évrbs hiais Exoou7HOn. Cp. 
Bonitz, Index Arist. 836* 25. 

108 JI, xapdins, 8 (9, 84 Littré) gore 5¢ Spyava rotor } phos apwdge tov Hépa. xal- 
ro. doxéw 7d trolnua xetpwvaxros ayadod. 

109 ’Emdnu. VI. 5, 1 (5, 314 Littré) vodcww gdicres inrpol. dvevpioxe } piors abrh 
éwuTn Tas épddous, ovK« Ex Siavoins, olov Td cxapdaptoocew, kal } yA@ooa vroupyée, Kal 
bca &\X\a Towra: damaidevros 7 dicts éodca Kal od pabodoa ra Séovra roe. II. 
rpopis, 39 (9, 112 Littré) pvoves wdvrwr ddidaxro. II. diairns, A, 15 (6, 490 Littré) 
n picts abrouarn Tatra émlorara. Cp. n. 117. 

110 JT, ddévwv, 4 (8, 558 Littré) 7 yap puvots movéer ddévas Kal rpiyas. 
111 Néuos, 2 (4, 638 Littré) rp@rov uév ody rdvrwv det pioros (talent, natural apti- 

tude) * ics yap dvTirpnocovons, keved mavta* ios dé és 7d Apicrov ddryeovons, 
d:dacKxarin réxvns yiverac. 

112 I]. rpopjjs, 15 (9, 102 Littré) piois étapxées wdvra wacw. 
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produces natural species and legislates language ; 113 in disease she 
may withhold signs, but may be constrained by art to yield them ; 144 
the means employed by her are likened to the means in use in the 
arts.115 Such is the picture we find drawn of vars at the close of the 
pre-Socratic period. In the earlier writers such expressions are rare. 
Heraclitus 146 says that “nature loves to play at hide-and-seek,” and 
Epicharmus 417 says “ Eumaeus, wisdom is not confined to one place, 
but all living things have intelligence. The tribe of hens, if you will 
note sharply, does not bring forth living offspring but hatches eggs and 
causes them to acquire a living soul. This bit of wisdom — how this 
comes about — Nature alone doth know; she was self-taught.” 

Aside from such utterances as these 418 we are reduced to inferences 
from the general doctrines of philosophers, but it is not our plan to 
pursue this subject here. It may not be amiss, however, to remark 
that the type of pantheism found in Xenophanes, 419 vaguely anticipat- 

113 IT. réxvns, 2 (6, 4 Littré) olua 5 2ywye cal ra dvduara atras (sc. ras Téxvas) 
dua Ta eldea AaBetv: Gdoyor yap awd Tv évoudrwr Ta eldea TyeicAar BracTrave, kal 
adivarov : Ta pev yap évéuara piicios vowoOerHuara écrit, Ta S5é eldea od} vomoberijuara, 
G\AG Bracrjyara. Cp. Plato’s Cratylus. It is noteworthy that vouos is here de- 
rived\from ¢vors, its products as only in a secondary degree accounted the result of 
Nature. Alongside this view ran the other which distinguished sharply between 
gvors and vdpuos, though here also véuos is secondary. Hippocrates, II. duairns, A, 11 
(6, 486 Littré) says: vouos yap xal diois, olor wdvra diarpnoodpeda, ox duoroyéeTat 
duoroyedueva * vouov yap EGecar dvOpwrra airol éwvroicw, od ywwoKovres repl Gv EPecay * 
giow 5é rdvrwv (doubtless including man) @eol duexdounoav: & puev ov dvOpwra eVecar, 
ovdéxore Kara TwUTd exer obrE 6pOas ore wh dpOGs+ Oxbdoa 5é Oeol EOecav, del dpOds exer 

114 TI. réxvns, 12 (6, 24 Littré) dray dé radra wh pnviwrvra, pnd air } iors 
éxodoa aly, avdyxas etpnxev (sc. ) Téxvn), How h dios afjuos Biacbeioa peBinew. 

115 IT. réxvns, 8 (6, 14 Littré) Gv ydp éorw tui roici re Trav rexvéwy dpydvas 
émixparéew. II. dcairyns is full of comparisons between the operations of nature and 
those of the arts. 

116 Fr, 123 giois xptmrecOar direc. I interpret this saying as referring to the 
game called xpvwrivéa, and regard it as parallel to fr. 52 alaw waits éort maifwr, rer- 
Tevwr** madds  Baciinlyn. Bernays (Abh. der Akad. Berl., 1882, p. 43) said of the 
latter: ‘‘H. hatte seinen Zeus, insofern er unablassig Welten baut und Welten 
zerstért, ein ‘spielendes Kind’ genannt; der tiefsinnige Naturphilosoph wiahlte 
dieses Bild, um das Wirken der Naturkrafte allen menschlichen Fragen nach dem 
Zwecke zu entriicken.” Heraclitus probably had little reason to fear teleological 
interpretation of nature. Perhaps the aicw is playing a game of solitaire or playing 
against a dummy, now winning (xépos), now losing (Amwdés). Cp. Stein on Hat. 11. 
122, 3. On similar lines one might explain the game of xpumrivéa. 

117 Fr, 4 (Diels). Cp. n. 109, above, and Ar., Vesp., 1282. The genuineness of 
the fragment is not above suspicion. 

118 Cp. Eurip. fr. 920 7 pvors €BovreO’, 7) vouwv obdéev wédret. 
119 Cp. Burnet, 2d ed., p. 141 and Adam, The Religious Teachers of Greece, p. 

209 foll. I incline to think that Adam somewhat overemphasized the degree of 
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ing that of the Stoics, inevitably contributed indirectly to the develop- 
ment of the conception of Nature as of a power more or less personally 
conceived but devoid of definite anthropomorphic attributes. This 
view of Nature was henceforth to prevail in ever-widening circles. 
We now turn to consider ¢vo1s regarded as the end of the process 

(III.). As has already been said the number and variety of cases which 
fall under this head are very great compared with the foregoing. In 
most respects there is little occasion for special remark in this connex- 
ion, since the usage of the pre-Socratic period coincides in the main 
with that of later times. Yet there are implications involved in 
this same usage which were drawn out and made explicit only in the 
Socratic age. Most interesting of all, perhaps, is the complete inver- 
sion of the conclusions of homely common sense and common usage in- 
troduced by the doctrine of Aristotle. Thus, e. g., he says : 129 “ From 
what has been said, then, it is plain that ¢vovs, in the primary and 
strict sense, is the substantial entity (oto’a = divers III.) of things which 
have in themselves, as such, a source of movement; for the matter is 
called pvovs (II. A) by reason of having a capacity to take this on, and 
the processes of becoming and growing (¢vaxs I.), by reason of being 
derived from it.” In the cireular process of the Socratic the end has 
become the beginning ; that which the pre-Socratic called the reality 
has become a bare potentiality. Neither premise nor conclusion of 
this view would have been acceptable or even intelligible to the pre- 
Socratic, although, with one exception, the conceptions upon which the 
new view rests were common property. Yet that one exception is the 
corner-stone of Socratic philosophy. 
When the pre-Socratic asked what a thing was, the answer he desired, 

if given with ideal completeness, would have presented its chemical 
formula. Now a formula is, I suppose, in origin and intention, a pre- 
scription. In the pre-Socratic schools, closely associated as they were 
with the schools of medicine, this procedure was natural : furthermore 
it was adequate, since the “things” they sought to define were ma- 
terial. But, as we have already seen, the Nature which the philosopher 
studied became at the end of the pre-Socratic period so charged with 
spiritual meaning, and in particular in the kingdom of voyos, the son 
of dvots, there was so much, non-material in character, which called 
for analysis, that a method of definition suited to the new objects of 
study became an urgent necessity. If the old method sought a defini- 

personality with which the @eds of Xenophanes is invested, especially as the negation 
of the popular view of the gods is so pronounced. What remains after the denials, 
while containing elements of personality, appears shadowy. 

120 Met. 1015* 13 foll., transl. of Ross, modified. 
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tion of the material thing, yielding, as its final result, the formula of 
its production or origin with a view to its possible reproduction, the new 
method proposed to define the ¢dea of the thing. Henceforth it mat- 
tered little whether the thing was material or not; nor did it matter 
whether it was actually or only “ potentially ” existent. These distinc- 
tions did not and could not arise until the new method supplanted that 
of the pre-Socratics.121 The thing itself has a beginning, a source, and 
a history: it is transient. The idea of the thing (for the Socratic) had 
no relation to beginnings or history: it is eternal. The zdea of a key, 
for example, is totally different from the key itself. The key is of brass 
or of iron: that is to say, it is defined with reference to its material 
source: the definition of the idea of a key, however, looks inevitably 
to its purpose, or end. ‘Thus the limits of the process of ¢vots, erected 
by this two-fold method of definition, are polar opposites. In either 
direction the quest was for the truly existent, and, the human mind 
being constituted as it is, the ultimate existence must be the first cause. 
T’o the Socratic the first cause must be the end or purpose ; but, since 
historically this conception was a cadet and could not wholly supplant 
the first-born, the end must be in the beginning, even if it be only 
“potentially”. present there. Like most Socratic ideas, the conception 
of the causality of divas, as the end of a process, was involved in many 
pre-Socratic expressions, though their significance was not realized. 
Attention was directed above to instances of personification (involving 
agency) of ¢vors in the sense of constitution, talent, etc., falling under 
III. The same implitation belongs to réduxe and dvow éye with the 
infinitive. Nature thus becomes, as it is by Aristotle expressly re- 
garded, a circular process, in which the end of one cycle is the begin- 
ning of another : avOpwros avOpwrov yevva. The xvxXos YEverews thus 
established is, however, for the pre-Socratic a real process, with a clear 
history, comparable to the Orphic cycle, in which the immortal soul 
experiences the vicissitudes incident to sin. In Aristotle, where the 
process as a whole is all in all, the single moment tends to assume the 
guise of something having a reality only for the theorist, —a kind of 
psychologists’ fallacy. 

121 Hippocrates, II. réxvns, 2 (6, 2 foll. Littré) is an interesting discussion of the 
‘‘existence” of arts, which could not have taken the form it actually takes if the 
Aristotelian distinctions had been current. ‘‘ Potentiality” and ‘‘actuality” have 
no significance in relation to things which have a real history ; the terms acquire 
meaning only in relation to an ideal construction, such as we find in the Aristotelian 
system, where the definition of the ovcia of a thing has reference to its realization of 
an end as seen from without. Teichmiiller, strangely enough, imported these con- 
ceptions into the pre-Socratics. 
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It has already been said that the practical man is concerned chiefly 
with the product, which he takes roughly for granted without too much 
curiosity as to its origin ; but he is intensely interested in its uses, what- 
ever they may be. He does not reflect upon even this circumstance, 
however, proceeding in his pragmatic way to do the work in hand. 
When therefore he speaks of ¢vous it is generally some aspect of nature 
as it is that he has in view. From this attitude springs the common 
usage of philosophical and quasi-philosophical circles, which regards 
chiefly things as things, without too much implication of further ques- 
tionings. In so far as there is a suggestion of further questions, they 
concern the “constitution” of the thing — that is, “what it is” ex- 
pressed in terms of “what it is made of.” This is the regular sense 
of the phrase 7wepi dicews as applied in titles of the works of Hippo- 

crates,122 and there is no reason to think that it bore a different sense 
when used as a title of distinctively philosophical writings. 

If it were our purpose to treat fully of the uses of vcs we should 
have to gather and discuss here the multitudinous meanings of the term 
which fall under the third head. This we could not do, however, with- 
out unduly and unprofitably increasing the bulk of this study ; for most 
developments of dvoxs, regarded as the end of the process (III.), are of 
slight interest for the particular purposes of our inquiry. We may 
therefore here content ourselves with a summary glance at the ramifica- 
tions of this main branch, adding such observations as may serve to 
throw light on philosophical and scientific conceptions. 
We may then regard ¢vcis, as the end of the process, from. without 

or from within. As seen from without it is the outward constitution 
or frame of a thing (III. A) ; viewed from within, it is its inner consti- 
tution or character. Under the former head we may distinguish (1) 
the individual frame,423 (2) the specific or generic,424 (3) the uni- 

122 See above, n. 10 and n. 93. The titles of Hippocrates are probably not origi- 
nal, since in many instances they are in doubt, some works that bear specific titles 
being clearly parts of larger wholes. This is in keeping with the facts mentioned 
below, n. 204, relative to philosophical works. But in the case of Hippocrates the 
title in most cases merely reproduces in abbreviated form the subject as stated in the 
body of the work ; and the invariable meaning of pvo1s, when used by Hippocrates 
in reference to the subject-matter of discourse, is ‘‘ constitution.” 

123 In the individual, gvors denotes primarily the (perfect) stature attained, eds 
dvipa rédecov, els wérpov Hrtxlas, as Paul says, Eph. 4, 13. This is Aristotle’s 
évrehéxeca, for which the whole creation groaneth. Aesch., Pers. 441 dxuatoe piow 
shows that this association of ideas was popular. 

124 This head includes dors in the sense of ‘birth,’ ‘lineage,’ ‘family,’ and 
gvots as sex ; for sex is a yévos. It also embraces O6vynrh dicts, Democritus, fr. 297, 
Soph., 0. 7. 869, fr. 515, and Aesch., Ag. 633 xOovds diow, ‘earth's brood.’ As 
(a) under this head should be classed ¢vo.s denoting not the yévos itself but the 
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versal 125 frame of things. Difficult, and in some cases impossible, it 
is to distinguish clearly between the outward frame or constitution and 
the inner constitution or character of things (III. B). Each ¢vois or 
frame has its inner constitution corresponding to it, which will of course 
vary according as the ¢vovs in question is individual, generic, or uni- 
versal. Description or definition of the vars relates the individual or 
generic to the universal. Of course the crude methods of description 
and definition in use in the pre-Socratic period were not consciously 

generalized ; but there was an evident desire, manifested most clearly 
in the parallel drawn between the microcosm and the cosmos, to find 
the universal in the particular. In accordance with the chemical mode 
of definition in vogue this desire assumed the form of the postulate 
that the constitution of individual things was the same as that of the 
world as a whole. We may, if we choose, denounce this procedure as 
crude logic, but it was instinctive logic, or logic in the making, for 
all that. The differentiae specificae were found chiefly in the propor- 
tions of the Adyos pigews, although this method was to a limited extent 
supplemented, though perhaps nowhere wholly supplanted, by the 
differentiation introduced in the universal through rarefaction and con- 
densation, or — what practically amounts to the same thing — through 
heat and cold. As to the universal, the wide-spread conviction that 
each thing shares theattributes, or rather the constituents, of the world 
one and all in varying proportions, served as a bond of union, making 
things, on the physical side, capable of interaction, and, on the intel- 
lectual side, capable of being comprehended. The motive that inspired 
the postulation of a common principle for the explanation of the mani- 
fold data of sense is particularly evident in the case of the Pythagor- 
eans, whose postu late that all is at bottom number or numerical relation 
has no meaning except that of rendering phenomena intelligible. This 
is clear even without accepting the so-called fragments of Philolaus, in 
which it is expressly stated. ‘T'o Aristotle this principle descended in 
two forms. For physical theory, it provided a basis of interaction, 

specific differentiae, of which we have an early example in Hom. Od. 10, 303, the 
gvors of the plant “dv pointed out to Odysseus by Hermes ; later we find, in the 
same class, gvors denoting the characteristic differentiae of sex. Under (2) we might 
likewise include many uses in which g@vo.s = Sivauis, since the uwérpa of pdvors and 
Sivauis are specific differentiae. Cp. n. 85 above and n. 113, where natural kinds are 
called giavos BXacrhpara. 

125 In this sense gvois practically = xdouos. For the uses of xéouos see Bernays, 
Abh. der Akad. Berlin, 1882, p. 6 foll. In this universal sense g’ois = ra gudpueva, 
gio.s rév Sw, etc. For instances see Archytas, fr. 1; Eurip. fr. 910; Critias, fr. 
19 (Diels); Accoot Adyo (Dialexeis), Diels, Vorsokr. 11. 647, 15; Hippocrates, 
II. dpxalns lnrpixfjs, 20 (p. 24 foll., Kiihlewein). 
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since, in order to interact, things must, according to his theory, be 
generically alike, though specifically they may be opposite or neutral 
in character. For logical theory, again, the universal is the foundation 
of the intelligible world. 

It was said above that while the inquiry zepi ¢icews regarded pri- 
marily the constitution of the world, viewed as a given fact, it did 
naturally imply a question as to its constituents and hence as to its 
origin. ‘T'o this we have now added that this implied question in- 
volved for nearly all philosophers of early Greece the conception of diais 
as a Adyos piews.126 In effect we had already adverted to this fact in 
referring to the chemical definition of things as a congener of the med- 
ical prescription. In a curious passage127 Aristotle dimly perceives 
that the Adyos uigews, which he appears to recognize only in Empedo- 
cles, is intimately related to logical definition, though he seems more 
fully aware of their differences than of their fundamental likeness. 
Chemical definition seeks to determine what matter entered into the 
making of the thing. Whether this matter is of one or more kinds 
makes little difference ; since even the monist must somehow give 
variety to his unitary substance, and the Greek monists in particular 
appear to have conceived of concrete things as ‘blends’ of the deriva- 
tive forms of matter. Logical definition, on the other hand, aims to 
discover what meanings or marks (teleologically interpreted) constitute 
the idea of the thing. Each method arrives at a Adyos : the first at a 
Adyos pigews ; the second, at a Adyos oicias.428 In the Aristotelian 
scheme vers, as the Adyos oiaias, is the “formal cause.” Among the 
pre-Socraties, the Adyos pigews of the cosmos was the object of scienti- 
fic inquiry ; and it was ¢vovs in this sense which, as we have seen, 
appears in the titular Tepi dicews. 

Thus far we have considered chiefly the physical ¢voxs or constitu- 
tion (III. B, 1); but we must not overlook the fact that with the 

126 Cp. n. 90 above. For vcs involving Adyos wléews see Parmenides, fr. 16 and 
Epicharmus, fr. 2. The latter fragment, whether rightly or wrongly attributed to 
Epicharmus, clearly reflects the thought of Heraclitus, a supposed monist. On this 
subject see my study of Qualitative Change. 

127 De Partt. Animal. 642* 2-31. The passage is too long to transcribe, but 
will well repay study. 

128 [ cannot help feeling that the periphrastic use of @vors is a by-product of 
logical definition and hence essentially peculiar to the Socratic period. The presence 
of such phrases as & 7T® dpiOuG® pvois, tas TS delpw kai dvojrw Kal adddyw pvovos 
alongside dpiOuds xal & TovTw ovcia and 7g TG dpiOue ‘yeveg (fr. 11), in Philolaus 
casts grave suspicion on the supposed fragments; for odcia in the pre-Socratics 
means not ‘essence,’ but ‘reality.’ Natorp, to be sure, in Philos. Monatshefte, 
21, pp. 577, 582, finds a deep significance in these same phrases. 
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growth of interest in the microcosm ¢vo.s as the mental constitution 
(III. B, 2) assumed considerable importance. Now ¢vors (like its great 
rival, vogsos) épilec; and every delimitation implies a positive claim as 
well as a restrictive limitation. Thus vers positively regarded (III. 
B, 2 a), is as (native) endowment, talent, instinct, power, etc., opposed 
to (acquired) virtue, art, experience, wisdom ;129 negatively con- 
ceived (III. B, 2b), dvous marks the bounds set by nature to every 
creature, beyond which it may not pass.13® 

III. 

A glance at the survey just given of the uses of dics will satisfy 
anyone that the conception of Nature in the pre-Socratic period was 
developed to a point at which little remained to be added. Certainly 
little was added in the course of subsequent Greek thought. Already 
our conclusion as to the connotation of ¢vo.s when used as a compre- 
hensive term has been stated ; but it is desirable that this conclusion 
be confirmed by a consideration of the questions raised by those who 
wrote Ilepi ¢icews. Many a word having a wide range of meanings in 
the course of its development receives at different times an emphasis 

129 Examples of native endowment, talent, or power, are exceedingly common ; cp. 
Protagoras, fr. 3; Epicharmus, fr. 40; Critias, fr. 9 ; Demoeritus, fr. 21, 33, 176, 
183, 242, ete. Of @vows = instinct we have an instance in Democritus, fr. 278. In 
Democritus, fr. 267 g@éors means ‘ birthright.’ 

130 ‘The metes and bounds of providence” furnish a favorite theme to singers 
and sages of all ages and peoples. Cp. for example, Psalm 104. Greek mythology 
found a text in the extravagance of the elemental water and fire respectively in the 
flood and in the conflagration of the world due to the escapade of Phaethon. Anaxi- 
mander and Heraclitus called in the cosmic dixy to curb such transgression. 
Xenophanes also recognized this principle in the periodicity of cosmic processes. 
With later philosophers it wasa common theme. Democritus, fr. 3, couples d¥vayus 
and tos; cp. also Archytas, fr. 1, and Herodotus, 8, 83. In Herodotus, 7, 16 a, 
it is said that the winds do not suffer the sea vot 7H éwuTijs xpacPa, which is 
explained afterwards by reference to #8pis. On this see my review of Hirzel, Themis, 
Dike, und Verwandtes, in A. J. P., xxix, p.- 216 foll. In Thucydides, 2, 35, 2 
imép tiv piow is set definitely in relation to @@évos, which opens up the kindred 
subject of the jealousy of the gods visited upon a!l who transgress their proper uérpa, 
as we find it developed in the tragedians and Herodotus. In fact all things have 
their limitations, even God, according to the Greeks. There is an interesting pass- 
age in Hippocrates, II. réxvys, 8 (6, 12 Littré), where, after rebuking unreasonable 
critics of the art of medicine, the author says: ed ydp ris 4 réxvnr, és & wh réxvn, 
h pow, és & uh plows wépuxer, diwwoee Sivacbat, ayvoet dyvoiav apudfovoay pavin 
Uadrpov } duabin. Gv yap €orw huty rotcl re Trav huciwy rotcl Te Tay Texvéwy dpydvas 
émuxpatéew, Touréwy éoriv huiv Snusovpyots elvar, d\Nwv O€ ok éorw. As limitation 
and definition are the basis of intelligence and the guaranty of sanity, the Greeks had 
an antipathy to all extravagance. This appears most clearly in their aversion to the 
drecoov in all forms. 

VOL. XLv. —8 
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falling now on one meaning, now on another, according to the direction 
of interest from time to time. We have had occasion to note this 
tendency in regard to ¢vors and have seen, for example, that the per- 
sonification of Nature has a clear history, arriving at the close of the 
pre-Socratic period at a stage that rendered the subsequent teleologi- 
cal interpretation of the world a foregone conclusion. It behooves us, 
therefore, to inquire what were the principal questions asked concern- 
ing Nature in the pre-Socratic period, in order, if possible, to deter- 
mine the direction of interest upon which depends the selection of 
meanings attached to the term ¢vors. 
We may prosecute this inquiry in either of two ways. First, we 

may study the fragmentary remains of the literature of pre-Socratic 
philosophy and extract from its implicit logic the answer to our ques- 
tion. Or we may approach the matter indirectly, asking what were 
the ideals of science in that age as we find them reflected in the non- 
philosophical or only quasi-philosophical literature of the time and 
of the following period which received its inspiration from the pre- 
Socratics. Strictly both methods should be followed conjointly ; for 
only thus could we arrive at a conclusion that might be justly regarded 
as definitive. But a moment’s thought will convince any reader that 
the limits of such a study as this could not possibly be made to yield 
to a detailed examination of the individual systems with a view to 
deducing from them the interests of their propounders. So compre- 
hensive a review must be undertaken in connexion with a history of 
‘early Greek philosophy, which is not, and cannot be, the scope of this 
study. Our attention shall, therefore, be directed to the second 
means of approach, with only an occasional glance at the systems of 
the pre-Socratic philosophers themselves. We may pursue this course 
with the better conscience because it is self-evident that the scientific 
ideals of the age were, or soon became, common property, to the defini- 
tion and development of which every man of science contributed what 
he had to offer. Nowhere does the unity of pre-Socratic thought 
more clearly appear than in this field, where philosophers and medical 
theorists coéperated in laying broad and sure foundations. 

Hippocrates gives us the best glimpse of the scientific ideals of the 
age ; and it will prove worth our while to pause for a moment to learn 
what he has to teach us. The true physician is called the child of his 
art ; 131 he is disinterested in his devotion to it, since the love of one’s 
art involves necessarily a love of mankind.132 The charlatan was 

131 TlapayyeNat, 7 (9, 260 Littré) inrpds dvyabds . . . dudrexvos kadeduevos. 
132 Among the virtues which the physician is said to possess in common with 

the philosopher in II. edoxnuootvys, 5 (9, 232 Littré) is dgidapyuply. II. iqrpod, 1 (9, 
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particularly despised, and his histrionic deportment decried.133 The 
physician who desires to appear in public and address the people, should 
refrain from quoting the poets: such a procedure merely argues inca- 
pacity for honest work.134 In public speech or writing, however, one 
must begin by laying down a proposition to which all may assent.135 

204 Littré) the physician is bidden 7d 6é 4@0s elvac xaddv Kal ayabdv, rovodrov 5 bvra 
waot kal ceuvov kal diidvOpwrov. ITlapayyeNla, 5 (9, 258 Littré) ris yap & mpds Acds 
nde guopévos (called brother, because belonging to the fraternity: ep. Isocr. 19, 30) 
intpds inrpevew mweicGeln drepauviy ; The brotherhood of the fraternity leads to the 
fraternity of man! Ibid. 6, qv dé xatpds eln yopryins Eévp re édvri Kal dropéorrt, 
padiora érapKéew Toto. Toovréoow. ty yap wapyn Pi\avOpwmlyn mdpecri Kal dirorexvin. 
Xen. Mem. 1. 2, 60 refers to Socrates’ refusal to receive remuneration for his informal 
instruction as evidence that he was ¢:AdvOpwros and Snuorixds. In like manner Plato, 
Euthyph. 3 D, explains his lavish expenditure of wisdom as due to ¢:AavOpwria, which 
would not only refuse to accept remuneration but would even display itself in paying 
the listener to boot. It seems evident that the exalted and even extravagant disinter- 
estedness of Socrates reflects, though it doubtless carried beyond the common practice, 
the teaching of the medical schools, and possibly also of the early philosophical 
schools. In the medical “Opxos (4, 628 foll., Littré) the physician swears to regard 
his teacher as a father, sharing with him his substance, and his teacher’s sons as his 
brothers ; if they desire to learn medicine, he swears dcddéew rhv réxvnv rairny... 
dvev uic000 Kal Evyypadfs. Socrates, like Paul, was a debtor to all men: he could 
receive pay from none; for Socrates is the first great cosmopolitan. That the 
Sophists departed from this custom was one of Plato’s severest charges against them. 
They were like the men of whom Xen. Mem. I. 2, 60 complains, who departed from 
the philanthropic and demotic way: ovdéva maérore uicOdv Tis cuvovelas émpdéaro, 
G\NA wacw apbdvws érhpxer TGv éavTod+ Gy Twes uixpa wépy wap éxelvov (Socrates) 
mpocka NaBdvTes todo Trois d\AOLs EwwroOvY, Kai obx Hoav Gowep Exetvos Snuotixol. Cp. 
Hippocrates, II. evox nuocivns, 2 (9, 226 Littré) waca: yap ai wh wer’ aloxpoxepdeins 
Kai doxnuoctvns (sc. Téxvac) kadal. These are the truly ‘‘ liberal ”’ arts, 

133 II. inrpod, 4 (9, 210 Littré) ; II. lepijs vodwou, 1 (6, 354 Littré) éuol dé doxéovew 
ol mp@ra Tovro 7d voonua ad:epwoavres To.odTot elvar GvOpwroe olor Kal viv elot waryor Te 
kal ka@dprat Kal dyvpra kal ddagives, dxdcoe 5} mpoomoéovrar op5dpa OeorveBées civac 
kal wréov Te elddvac * ob rot Tolvvy mapautex duevor xai mpoBaddrdueva Td Oetov TIS dunxa- 
vins Tod wh loxew 8 re mpocevéyxavres WHEAHTOVTW, Ws UH KaTaddnra Ewow ovdev ErioTa- 
pevot, lepdy évduscav Tovro 7d mwdos elvar, kal Adyous émidéEavres Erirndclous Thy now 
Kkareorhoavro és TO dodadrés cdicw abroict, kafappovs mpocpPépovres Kal émaodds, rr. 
(With this passage cp. Plato, Repub. 364 B foll.). Jbid., 18 (6, 396 Littré). Cp. 
also the portrait of the spurious philosopher, II. evox nuocvvys, 2 (9, 226 foll., Littré). 
Cp. n. 47, above. 

134 TlapayyeNlar, 12 (9, 266 foll., Littré). I read g¢:Aorovins with the vulgate ; 
Littré reads cAozovin. 

135 J]. capxav, 1 (8, 584 Littré) éym ra wéxpe Tod Adyou rovrov Kowjor yrdunoe 
xpéouas érépwy re Tay Eumpocbev, drap Kal €uewvrod. (Littré misinterprets this: it 
means that he shares the common assumption of his predecessors !) dvayxaiws yap éxe 
Kowhy apx hv vrobécOar rHot yuwuynor Bovduevor EvvOetvac Tov Adyov Tévde wepl TIjs TéxvNs 
rijs inrpixjs, err. Cp. Il. picts dvOpwmov, 1 (6, 32 Littre) for the common assump- 
tion of the predecessors of whom he speaks at length in what follows. II. réxvns, 4 
(6, 6 Littré) dort ev ody wor dpxh Tod Néyou, 4 Kal duoroynOjcerar mapa wacw. Cp. 
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The physician will not indulge in useless dialectics,13® but if he 
knows his art he will prefer to show it by deeds rather than 
words.187 Life is fleeting, art is long, 138 and a cure may depend 
upon the moment.489 Hence the physician must not restrict his 
attention to rational inference but must resort to the rule of rote to- 
gether with reason ; 44° he must therefore have a knowledge of prac- 
tice as well as of theory.141_ The main object of medicine is to effect 
a cure; 142 above all the physician should avoid making much ado and 
accomplishing nothing.443 ‘The art of medicine is not, however, a 
mere routine ; a good share of the ability of the physician is shown in 
his capacity to judge correctly touching what has been written ; 144 for 
science is constituted by observations drawn from every quarter and 
brought into a unity.145 An art or science attests its reality by what 
it accomplishes.146 The art of medicine cannot always arrive at 
absolute certainty ; but far from disputing the reality of medicine as 
an art or science because it does not attain strict accuracy in all things, 
one ought to praise it because of its desire to approximate it and to 
admire it because from extreme ignorance it has proceeded to great 
discoveries well and rightly made, and not by chance.147 

Diog. of Apollonia, fr. 1: \éyou wavrés dpxduevov Soxet wor xpecw elvac ri apxiv 
dvaugisBnrnrov mapéxetOa, Thy 5é Epunvelav amdiv kal ceuvyv. The latter ideal com- 
ports with the portrait of the true philosopher, II. edoxnuoctvns, 3 (9, 228 Littré) 
everrin xpwueva, xapite draTiOéuevo. 

136 IT, etioxnuocivns, 1 (9, 226 Littré). 
137 IT. réxvns, 13 (6, 26 Littré). 
138 "Adopicuol, 1 (4, 458 Littré). 
139 TIapayyeria, 1 (9, 250 Littré). 
140 TlapayyeXiat, 1 (9, 250 Littré) def ye why radra elddra wh Aoyiouq@ mpdbrepov 

midav@ mpocéxovra inrpevew, GAG TPLBT wera éyou. Plato and Aristotle oppose 
TpiBh to réxvn ; but this rpu8h is not drexyvos (Plato, Phaedr. 260 E), but wera Adyou. 

141 II. dpOpwv, 10 (4, 102 Littré) ovK dpxéer pobvoy Ady eldéva riv réxvyv Ta’ryy, 
GNA Kal ouedin ducréecr. 

142 II, dpOpwv, 78 (4, 312 Littré),. 
143 IT. dpOpwr, 44 (4, 188 Littré) aicxpdv wévro cai ev rdon Téxvyn Kal ob~x Hira év 

inrpixn tovddy bxXov, kal woddhv byw, Kal movddv Adyov wapacxsvra, recta pndev 
weedjoat. 

144 IT. xpiciuwy, 1 (9, 298 Littré). Cp. IT. diairns, A, 1 (6, 466 Littré). 
145 Tlapayyeniat, 2 (9, 254 Littré) ofrw yap doxéw rhy Eturacav réxvyv avaderxOjvat, 

bua 7d CF Exdorov Tod TéXous TyPnOjvac Kail els Ta’Td EvvadioOFvat. 
146 IT, réxvns, 5 and 6 (6, 8 foll. Littré), We even find a suggestion of definition 

in terms of the purpose of an art, II. réxvns, 3 (6, 4 Littré) cai mp&rév ye dSiopreduae 
5 voul(w inrpixhy elvar, rd 5) mdurav dradd\docew Trav vocedvrww Trois KaudTous, KT. 
This and several other matters incline me to the opinion that II. réyvns belongs to 
the fcurth century, though its general value for our purposes is not thereby appreci- 
ably affected. 

147 II, dpxalns inrpexfs, 12 (1, 596 Littré) od pyui 5h Sia Todro Seivy rv réxvnr ws 
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“There be,” we read,148 “ who have reduced vilifying the sciences to 
a science, as those who engage in this pursuit opine. I think not so; 
but they are giving an exhibition of their own learning. ‘To me it ap- 
pears that to make a discovery, that were better made than left undis- 
covered, is the desire and function of understanding, and to advance 
to completion that which is half-finished, likewise ; but to essay with 
ungentle words to shame the discoveries of others, oneself bettering 
nothing, but casting reproach upon the discoveries of those who know 
before those who do not know, this appears to me not the desire and 
function of understanding, but argues natural depravity even 149 more 
than want of science.” Another interesting passage is the following : 15° 
“Medicine has long had an established principle and a method 151 of 
its own invention, in accordance with which the many excellent discov- 
eries were made in the long lapse of time and in accordance with which 
also the rest will be made, if one, having proper capacity and a knowl- 
edge of past discoveries, shall take these as the point of departure for 
his quest. But whoso, casting these aside and rejecting all, shall essay 
to investigate after another method and in other fashion, and shall say 
that he has discovered aught, is deceived and deceives others ; for that 
is impossible.” Elsewhere we are assured 152 that the science of medi- 
cine has nothing left it to discover, since it now teaches everything, 
characters as well as proper seasons. He who has learned its teachings 
will succeed with or without the favor of fortune.153 

From this it will be seen that the ancient art or science of medicine 
had not only developed the spirit of science and formulated in general 
its ideals, but that in some minds it had attained to a position of such in- 
dependence that it might lay claim to finality. The fact that the claim 

ovx €odcav ovdé KaNOs fnreouévny Tv apxainv admoBaréoOa, ef wy Exec wepi wavra axpe- 
Binvy, ad\\d word waddov, bid 7d eyyvs, oluat, Tod adrpexecrdrov ouod divacbat ijeew 
hoy.ou@, mwpocierOa, kal €x wo\d\js ayvwoins Oavudfew Ta efevpynuéva, ws Kada@s Kal 
6p0as eLedpnrar, cai otk awd Tvx7S. 

148 II. réyvns, 1 (6, 2 Littré). 
149 T read &re waGdXov, and drexvins. 
150 II. dpyains inrpixfs, 2 (1, 572 Littré). 
151 Cp, II. evox nuoctvys, 2 (9, 226 Littré), and above, n. 147, kal od« dad réxns. 
152 TI. rérwv ray xara dvOpwrov, 46 (6, 342 Littré) inrpixh 5% woe Soxdéer Hdn dvev- 

ppoGac brn, Hris obrws Eyer, Hris diddoxer Exacta kal ra Efea kal rovs Katpovs. ds yap 
otrws inrpixhy éwicrarar, éXdxicra Tiv roxy emiuévet, GANG Kai dvev TixNs Kal tiv 
Tixn evronbein dv. BéSnxe yap lnrpix) waca, cal paiverat Trav copioudtwy Ta KadA- 
ora év ary ovyKkeliueva EXdxioTa TUXNS SetcOar* Hyap TUX avTOKpaTis Kal ovK dpxerat, 
ov5’ én’ edyn éorw adr (an a’ris?) édMeiv* 7 5é éeriorhun Gpxeral re kal edrvy 7s 
€or, dmiray BovAnrat 6 émiorduevos xp7TOat, KTX. 

153 Cp. II. réxvys, 4 and 6 (6, 6 and 10 Littré). II. edoxnuocivns, 7 (9, 258 
Littré) the charlatans are said to depend on luck. 

AEE ARTA T AL OFC NOR Gr i OEE 
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was preposterous must not be allowed to obscure the significance of its 
being made; for at any time, past, present, or future, such assurance 
must be essentially subjective, based upon the sense of inner congruity 
or harmony of the world of thought organized and interpreted by the 
system. It was just this feeling of independence to which we attributed 
the growing sense of the autonomy of Nature that made it possible for 
philosophers to dispense with the intervention of the gods. The scien- 
tific movement in philosophy and medicine runs parallel courses with 
constant interaction. How constant and important this reaction of one 
upon the other really was we can never know. In the present state of 
our knowledge it would be foolish even to attempt to say ; but that it is 
a fact, and a fact of large significance, none will deny. The physicians 
could not overlook the relation of the individual human organism to 
the world. They devoted themselves with keen intelligence to the study 
of atmospheric and climatic conditions 154 affecting the health of man, 
and in so doing could not avoid trenching on the domain of the physi- 
cal philosopher. In countless other ways subjects of prime importance 
to the philosopher came within the purview of the writer on medicine. 
For all these questions the works of Hippocrates are for us an inex- 
haustible source of information, though they rarely enable us to refer 
an opinion to its responsible author. It is therefore a matter of interest 
to see the intimacy of the relation between these kindred disciplines 
recognized by the physicians. 

The Hippocratean treatise On Decorum 155 sketches in ideal por- 
traiture the man of science (especially the physician) and the philoso- 
pher and contrasts with them the charlatan, who appears in the colors 
familiar to all in the Platonic portraits of the Sophists. There the 
physician is called a god-like philosopher,15® since he combines theory 
and practice of all that is true and beautiful. Philosopher and physi- 
cian have the same virtues ; their differences are slight.157 Elsewhere, 
however, a distinction is drawn between the physician and the physical 
philosopher in respect to method. ‘There are those,” we are told,15® 
“who have essayed to speak or write concerning medicine, basing their 
argument on the hot or the cold, on the moist or the dry or any thing 

154 Cp. especially the treatise II. dépwv, bddrwr, rbrwv (2, 12 foll. Littré ; 1, 33 
foll. Kiihlewein). 

155 IT. edoxnuoctyns (9, 226 foll. Littré), 
156 Jbid. c. 5 (9, 232 Littré) dd de. . . werdyew riv codiny és riw lyrpixhy xal 

tiv inrpixhy és riw copinv. inrpds yap pirdcogos lodfeos. 
157 Jhid. ot morn yap Stadoph emi 7a Erepa’ xal yap & Ta wrpds codl yy ev lnrpixG 

wdvra, adirapyupin, etc. 
158 JI. dpxains inrpexfjs, 1 (1, 570 foll. Littré; 1, 1 foll. Kiihlewein). 
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else they choose, reducing the causes of human diseases and death to a 
minimum, one and the same for all, basing their argument on one or 
two; but in many of the novelties they utter they are clearly in the 
wrong. This is the more blameworthy, because they err touching an 
actual art which all men employ in the greatest emergencies and in 
which they honor most the skillful practitioners. Now there are prac- 
titioners, some bad, some excellent ; which would not be true if medi- 
cine were not actually an art, and no observations or discoveries had 
been made in it. All would be equally unskilled and ignorant of it, 
and the cure of diseases would be wholly subject to chance. As a matter 
of fact, it is not so; but, as artisans in all other arts excel one the other 
in handicraft and knowledge, so also in medicine. Therefore I main- 
tained that it had no need of vain hypotheses, as is the case in matters 
inaccessible to sense and open to doubt. Concerning these, if one es- 
say to speak, one must resort to hypothesis. If, for example, one should 
speak and entertain an opinion touching things in the heavens or under 
the earth, it would be clear neither to the speaker nor to those who 
heard him whether his opinion was true or false ; for there is no appeal 
to aught that can establish the truth.” While the resort to hypothesis 
in medicine is here denounced there are instances of such use in the 
works of Hippocrates, notably in [epi gvady.159 

One more passage 46° relating to philosophy we may properly quote 
here. ‘‘ Whoso is wont to hear men speak concerning the human con- 
stitution beyond the range of its bearing upon medicine, will find the 
following discourse unprofitable ; for I do not say that man is wholly 
air, nor fire, nor water, nor earth, nor any thing else that is not clearly 
present inman. ‘This I leave for whoso wills to say. Yet I think that 
those who say this are in error; for they agree in point of view, but 
not in statement. Nevertheless the argument in support of their 
point of view is the same ; for they say that all that exists isone. This 
is the One and All; but they give it different names. One calls the 
One and All air; another, fire ; a third, water; still another, earth. And 
each supports his argument with proof and evidence, which amounts to 
nothing. For, seeing that they are all of one mind, but say, one man 
this thing, another that, it is clear that they have no knowledge of the 

—_———— 

159 Littré 6, 90 foll. The treatise is a Sophistic exercise, intended to prove that 
air, particularly the air in the body, is the cause of all diseases, and employs hypoth- 
esis avowedly. Cp. c. 15 (p. 114 Littré), The treatises II. gvcvos dvOpdmrov and 
II. dpxatns inrpixfjs aim their polemic at such exercises, as Littré justly observes, 
6, 88. 

160 II. picios dvOpdrov, 1 (6, 32 foll. Littré). Littré, 6, 88, thinks the author of 
this treatise had definitely in mind, among others, the essay II. g@ucdy, 
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matter. Of this one would be most thoroughly convinced if one at- 
tended their disputations ; for when the self-same men dispute with 
one another in the presence of the self-same auditors, the same man 
never thrice in succession prevails in argument; but now one prevails, 
now another, and again he who has the most flowing speech before the 
mob. Surely it is fair to demand that he who claims to have the 
right opinion about things should cause his argument always to pre- 
vail, assuming that his opinion is true and that he properly sets it 
forth. As for me, I think that such men for want of understanding 
refute one another by the terms of their very argument and establish 
the contention of Melissus.” 

If, now, we recall to mind those ideals and conceptions anticipated 
above in the first section of this study, we shall have a fair notion of 
science as it was conceived among the Greeks of the fifth century B. c. 
But we have still to inquire just what questions the scientist addressed 
to nature ; and to this quest we may now turn. 

Science essays to determine the facts and to explain them. The one 
thing depends upon the other. If you find a rock and ask what it is, 
it becomes necessary to discover whether it is in position or not. It 
proves to be a boulder, and examination shows that it is metamorphic 
in character: finally it is identified as Laurentian, and its presence 
here is explained by reference to glacial action. The definttion of the 
fact involves the explanation; but explanation is the motive of the sci- 
entific study of the fact, in contrast to the practical interest which leads 
merely to classification. The curious child, no less than the philoso- 
pher, asks the question, Why? But, while almost any answer, judi- 
ciously framed, will satisfy the child, the philosopher knows that the 
question may receive very different answers according to its specific 
intention. ‘T'o ask why is to demand an explanation ; and ‘cause’ is 
our generic name for explanation. Different as individual attempts at 
explanation may be, they are reducible to a few kinds. We are famil- 
iar with the four-fold causal principle of Aristotle, and with the fact 
that, while recognizing four kinds of causation and insisting that in ex- 
planation one should adduce all causes, he did not find it possible to 
reduce all to one, but was compelled to content himself in the ultimate 
analysis with two.161 

This is, of course, not the place to discuss matters of metaphysics 
except so far as they pertain or contribute to our purpose ; but there 
is here a point of some interest for us. We have noted that of Aris- 
totle’s causes, the material points to the past. It is that which is 

161 Cp. Ritter-Preller, §§ 395-396. 
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there to begin with. “In the beginning,” says the materialist, “ was 
matter.” ‘ No,” replies the theist, “in the beginning God created 
matter ;” and thus a preface is placed before the beginning. ‘The tele- 
ologist and the pragmatic explain all with reference to the end, which 
justifies the means. All alike endeaver to define the fact in the hope 
of explaining it ; but it remained for a Socratic to detect the teleologi- 
cal import of logical definition and hence practically to identify it with 
the final cause. We have referred to the principal classes of philoso- 
phers with the exception of the positivist. If the materialist defines 
things with reference, so to speak, to the past, and the teleologist, with 
reference to the future, the positivist asks neither whence nor whither, 
but how. Definition for him becomes description, and description in 
universal, timeless terms. Such at least is the logic of his position. 
The reason why Aristotle did not find it possible to reconcile his ulti- 
mately two-fold causation in his ‘formal’ cause is that historically he 
was the heir of the pre-Socratic and the Socratic methods, of which 
the former deified the material, the latter the final, cause.462 The 
degree of advancement in the formulation of the positivist attitude 
was not such as to compel a recognition in logic and metaphysics, 
although it would not be unfair to say that there was much of the pos- 
itivist spirit in the scientific thought of the fifth century. Apparently 
it was the concreteness of Greek thinking, more than anything else, 
that obscured the significance of the scientific impulse as such. Every 
process, as we have seen, no matter how abstract, assumed in the 
thought of the Greeks the form of a series in time, or of a history with 
a proper beginning. How much of this was conscious device, how 
much instinctive procedure, we shall never know. Even the ideal con- 
struction of the world in Plato’s 7?maeus was, however, taken as an 
intended vera historia by the literal-minded Aristotle. 

Accerdingly we are not surprised to find that Aristotle sets down the 
pre-Socratics as mentioning only the material causes of things. This 
means, however, as we may now see, that they did not bring forward 
efficient causes — that is, chiefly, God—nor formal causes — that is, 
definitions or descriptions — nor final causes, as sufficient principles of 
explanation. It does not mean that they were not interested in the 
processes of nature as such or in their precise methods and laws. 
This no one would deny ; but it is a point of prime importance, whose 
significance is frequently overlooked. _What Hippocrates says of the 
monists is true of them all. ‘“ They agree in point of view, but not in 
statement.” Why the difference in language? Because one kind of 

162 The logical aspect of this situation I sought to set forth in my essay on The 
Necessary and the Contingent in the Aristotelian System. 
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primal matter seemed to lend itself better than another to the explan- 
ation of phenomena. The elements were interesting only as means to 
anend. It was the regularities of phenomena more than anything 
else that drew the attention of the philosopher ; presumably it was this 
aspect: of nature which counted’ most strongly in favor of a single pri- 
mary substance. But the tendency to simplify was indulged too far 
and led ultimately to the opposite extreme. 

Science, then, in attempting to explain things, assigns the cause 
and interprets the facts in accordance with analogies drawn from expe- 
rience. In Hippocrates, I. ¢uvcav, c. 15 we read: “ Airs, then, have 
been shown to be most mischievous in all diseases : other causes are 
only accessory and ancillary, but this has been shown:to be the real 
cause of diseases. I promised to declare the cause of diseases, and I 
have shown that wind (zvedua) lords it over other things and particu- 
larly over the bodies of living beings. I have applied the reasoning 
to known maladies, and in them the hypothesis has been shown to be 
true.” “It is the function of the same intelligence to know the causes 
of diseases and to know how to treat them with all the resources of the 
art of healing.”26% What applies to the microcosm,!®* is equally 
true of the cosmos. The causes must be sought everywhere ; for as 
Plato says,165 citing Hippocrates as his authority, one cannot know 
the nature of man without knowing the nature of the whole. We are 
accustomed to think that strict science, based upon the knowledge of 
causes, dates from the age of Plato and Aristotle, but such is not the 
case.466 In the Republic 167 Plato suggests that in the effort to read 

163 Hippocrates, II. réyvys, 11 (6, 20 Littré). 
164 The comparison is old (ep. Anaximenes, fr. 2), though the expression only 

occurs later ; ep. Democritus, fr. 34. 
165 Phaedr. 270 B foll. 
166 Cp. Arist. De Partt. Animal. 640° 4 foll. ; De Sensu, 436°15 xal {wh wal Odva- 

Tos * wepi Gv Gewpnréov ti re Exacrov airay, kal dia Tivas airlas cvpPalver. gvorxod dé 
kal mepi irycelas kai vioov ras mpwras léev dpxds (cp. Hippocrates, II. dpxyains inrpexijs, 
Ti apxny THs alrins... vobcwv re kal Bavarov)* obre yap Wyleav odre vicov oldv re 
yivecOax Trois éorepnuévas fwijs. 5d sxeddov Tov Tre wepl picews ol wheiora Kal Tay, 
larpav ol dirocodwrépws riv réxvnv percovres, ol wev reXevTdor els Ta Wepl larpixijs, of 
82 éx ray wepl picews Epyovrar repi ris larpixjs. De Gener. Animal. 769° 6 elpjxacr 
5é rwes rv ducioddywr kai repo (the medical writers) wepi rovrwv, dia tiv’ airiay Suna 
kal dvdpova yiryverat rots yovedor. Cp. De Partt, Animal. 641* 7; Met. 1069* 25 yuap- 
rupodo. 5é cal ol dpxyain Epyw* Tis yap ovclas éfjrow dpxas cal oroyxeia cal alria; 
Ibid. 988" 22 800: wev ofy &v re 7d way kal wlav rwa piow ws Urn riOdact, kal radrnv 
cwuarikhy kal uéyeOos Exovoav, Sidov Ere wodkkax@s duaprdvovow .. . kal wepl yevécews 
kal pOopas émiyecpobyres ras alrias \éyew xrr. It is evident that Aristotle is here 
enlarging upon the criticism of the monists contained in Hippocrates, II. pvovos 
dvOpurov, c. 1, quoted above, p. 119 foll, 

167 368 D foll. 
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the character of justice one may perhaps gain some advantage from 
contemplating it as writ large in the history and constitution of the 
state and noting how it originated.168 There were others who pre- 
ferred to reverse the procedure, hoping to throw light on general nature 
by studying the nature of man. Of these we have an example in Hip- 
pocrates, [epi dpxatys inrpexns. “ Certain physicians and philosophers, ” 
he says,1®6® “assert that one cannot know the science of medicine 
without knowing what man is, how he originally came into existence, 
and of what substances he was compounded in the beginning ; and this 
he who would properly treat men must be thoroughly cognizant of. 
Now the contention of these men really looks to philosophy, as do 
Empedocles and others who have written [epi dicews. As for me, I 
consider that what a philosopher or physician has said or written Tepi 
dicews has less relevancy to medicine than to painting ; and I am of 
opinion that, so far as concerns knowledge [epi dicews, one can know 
nothing definite about it except from medicine ; but this may be thor- 
oughly learned when men go about it rightly. Hitherto, it seems to 
me, we are far from it: far, that is to say, from having a scientific 
knowledge of what man is (that is to say, what his constitution is), 
and to what causes he owes his origin and the rest, in any exact sense. 
Now so much az least it is indispensable that the physician should 
know Ilepi ¢vc<ws and should greatly concern himself to know, if he is 
to do any part of his duty; to wit, what a man is (1. e. what his con- 
stitution is) relative to meat and drink, and what he is relative to the 
rest of his mode of life, and what results follow for the individual from 
particular things, and all this not merely in general terms, as e. g., 
‘cheese is unwholesome food, for it distresses one who eats plentifully 
of it’; but what particular distress it causes, and for what reason, and 
to what ingredient of the man’s constitution it is unsuitable.” The 

168 Cp. also the myth in Plato’s Protagoras, 320 C foll., where the virtues are 
illustrated by the story of their origin, An interesting contrast is presented by 
Aristotle, De Gener. Animal. 778* 16 foll., where he discusses the cases in which 
biological phenomena are to be interpreted teleologically or physically ; yévects is for 
the sake of ovcia, and ovcia is the cause of yéveors. The ancient physiologers thought 
otherwise ; hence they recognized only material and efficient causes, not even discrim- 
inating between them. He states his own view thus: od da 7d yiyverOar Exacrov 
mwowbv rt, dia TovTo mov Ti €oriv, ca rerayuéva Kal wpiouéva Epya Tis Picews ecru, 
GAA pGdrow Sia 7d elvar road! yiyverac ruadra. The opposite argument is presented 
in Plato, Zuthyphro, 10 A foll. The latter clearly represents the common logical 
procedure, based upon the common usage of the Greeks as established in the pre- 
Socratic period, though, strictly speaking, the former conforms perfectly to the teleo- 
logical logic of the Socratics. This is another illustration of the inner contradiction 
of the Aristotelian logic. 

169 ©, 20 (1, p. 24 Kiihlewein). 
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writer then proceeds to say that the physician must study the particu- 
lar food-stuff and its physiological action as well as the individual con- 
stitution, determining which of the humors is wAcwv évedv Kai padAov 
évouvactevwy év TO owpari, and then knowing which humor is inimical 17° 
to the particular food-stuff and is roused to hostility by it, he can pre- 
scribe a suitable diet. | 

Here we find set up an ideal that science is still far from realizing. 
Only a year or two ago an eminent physician stated that the specific 
physiological action of drugs still remained undiscovered, with the 
possible exception of two or three. Even for foods a bare beginning 
has been made. We may recall that Hippocrates elsewhere 171 insists 
that each phenomenon has its own ¢vors or natural cause (law?) and 
that Heraclitus likewise proposed to explain each thing according to 
its own law, thus aspiring to meet the two-fold requirement of science 
which aims to discover both the proximate causes of events and the 
ultimate statement of universal law. ‘There is, moreover, a further 
interest attaching to the passage just quoted at length. It formulates 
three questions raised by philosophers and by physicians philosophi- 
cally inclined: (1) what man is; (2) how he originated; and (3) of 
what he is composed. ‘The first and third questions, as we have seen, 
practically coincide ; the second agrees with its fellows, except that it 
regards the process rather than the result, which is, however, only an 
analysis read backward and cast into the time-form. Hippocrates does 
not object to the questions, as such; he merely regards them as too 
general and, therefore, as premature, considering the stage of advance- 
ment attained by positive science in histime. His attitude is instruc- 
tive, however, since it is obviously that of a scientist of knowledge and 
discernment looking with critical eye upon the venturesome undertak- 
ings of less mature minds ; for science naturally proceeds from the gen- 
eral to the particular.172 
The same position is taken in the essay Tepi d:acrys: 173 “ I say that one 

170 In the microcosm we thus have a picture in miniature of the cosmic mbdeuos 
of elemental forces, in which one element prevails (érixpare?) at one time, a second 
at another. It is the function of the physician to support (Son@eiv) the losing ele- 
ment and so to restore the harmony of a proper balance of powers, Cp., for example, 
II. iepis vovoov, 18 (6, 394 foll. Littré) yp 5é xal év ravry 77H votcw Kal év THO GA\XAnow 
amdoyo. wn avéew Ta vovonuara, d\Xr\a oreview Tpixew tpocpépovra TH vovcw Td ToXe- 
uawratov éxdory, Kal wh TO Pirov kal civnées. 

171 See above, n. 57, and Plato, Phaedr. 270 B quoted below, n. 175. 
172 There is an interesting parallel to the procedure of Hippocrates in Aristotle’s 

discussion of the winds, Meteor. 360*°27 and the comments of Olympiodorus. See 
Gilbert, Die meteorologischen Theorien des griechischen Altertums, p. 524, n. 2. 

173 A 2 (6, 468 Littré). 
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who is to write a proper treatise on human dietetics must first ofall know 
the constitution of man, — know and distinguish: he must know of 
what he was constituted in the beginning and distinguish (in the in- 
dividual case) by what constituents he is ruled. Unless he knows his 
original composition, he will not be able to know the results that flow 
from it ; unless he distinguish 174 the ruling constituent in the body, 
he will not be capable of administering what is beneficial to the man. 
This, then, the writer must know; but he must have learned, in addi- 
tion, the action — whether due to nature or to human constraint and 
art — that each kind of meat and drink has which we employ by way 
of diet.” To these, or similar, words of Hippocrates Plato refers in 
the Phaedrus 176 with cordial approval. It thus becomes a common- 
place that distinction and, above all, analysis of a complex whole into 
its parts, are necessary to clear philosophical thought ;176 and that, in 
order to make clear the nature of anything, itis desirable by an act of 
imaginative synthesis to reconstitute the fact thus analyzed. 

The boy who takes his watch to pieces and tries to put it together 
again, — usually with scant success, because synthesis lags far be- 
hind analysis, — indulges an ideal, rather than a practical, instinct. 
He has no thought of making watches, but wants to understand his 
time-piece. At the beginning of the Politics1™ Aristotle puts the 
matter clearly: “As in other departments of science, so in politics, 
the compound should always be resolved into the simple elements or 
least parts of the whole. We must therefore look at the elements of 
which the state is composed. . . . He who thus considers things in 
their first growth and origin, whether a state or anything else, will 

174 T read d:ayvecerac for yvioerat. 
175 270 B év dudorépars (sc. medicine and rhetoric) def dieXéoOac piow, cdparos 

uev dv TH érépa, Yuxis be év rH érépa, ei uédAXrets, UH TPLBH mdvov Kal éumeipig dd\XrG Téxv7, 
Ty pev papuaxa kai Tpopiy mpocpépww wrylevav cal paouny éuroinoew . . . Wuyis ody 
giow dkiws Néyou karavojoac oler Suvardv elvac dvev Tis Tod S\ov Picews ; Ei wév ‘Imro- 
kparec ye T@ Tov 'Aocx\nmiaddv Set re miPéoOar, ov5é wept cadparos dvev Tis weOddou 
ravrns .. . Td rolvw mepl picews oxdmer ri wore héyer Immoxpdrns Te kal 6 ddnOis 
hoyos ‘dp ob>~ de Set StavoeicOa wepl drovoivy picews > mpGrov wév, amrdodv H modverdés 
éort od wépe Boudnodpeba eivar adrol rexvixol Kal &\Xov Suvarol moueiv, recta Sé, av pev 
arobdv n, cKxorely Thy Sivauww adrod, Tiva mpds Ti wéguxe els Td Spav Exov H riva eis rd 
mabeiv bd rod, day 5é whelw el5n Evy, Tadra apOunodpevov, rep ed” évds, Toor’ ldciv ep 
éxdorou, T@ Tl moveiv aitd wépuxev } Tq Th wabeiv bwd Tod; Kuwéduvever. 

176 Cp. Plato, Tim. 57 D 60d 5 cupperyviueva aird re rpds abra cal mpds &\Anra 
Thy moxirlay éoriv dreipa * is Sh Set Oewpods yiyvecOar rods pédXovras tepl Picews 
eixére AOyY xphoecOa. But to study the roxAla of things requires that the crazy- 
patchwork be set in order by analysis. 

177 1252* 24 foll., transl. Jowett. Aristophanes, Thesmoph. 11 foll. affords a 
good example of dios = ‘ constitution,’ which at once suggests ‘ origin.’ 
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obtain the clearest view of them.” Quite apart from the obvious debt 
of Aristotle in this matter to Plato 178 and Hippocrates, it must be 
clear that this method of procedure has no relevancy to the distinct- 
ively Socratic doctrine of definition in terms of the end or purpose; it 
is a survival from the naturalistic or mechanical mode of thought, de- 
veloped in the pre-Socratic age, which explains things in terms of their 
origin and physical constituents. 

Socrates, the originator of the teleological method, could not under- 
stand this procedure. ‘''o his mind it belonged not to theory, but to 
the sphere of the practical arts. There is an extremely interesting 
passage touching this matter in Xenophon’s Memorabilia.1™ “ Nor 
did he (Socrates) converse,” we are told, “about the constitution of 
the world (zepi rns rév ravrwv dicews), as the majority of the philoso- 
phers do, inquiring how that which the philosophers call the cosmos 
originated 18° and by what mechanical forces 184 (dvdyxais) the phe- 
nomena of the heavens are brought about, but he even declared that 
they who worry their heads about such matters are fools.” ... “He 
inquired also concerning the philosophers, asking whether, in like man- 
ner as they who learn the human arts 182 think that they shall be able 
to make what they may learn either for themselves or for whomsoever 
they please, so also they who study things divine think that when they 
have learned by what mechanical forces they severally come about, they 
shall at their pleasure make winds and rains 183 and whatever of the 

178 Especially Repub. 368 D foll., Phaedr. 270 C foll. Cp. Plato’s summary of 
the Republic in Tim. 17 C x6és rou ray bm’ éuod pnOévrwv Adywv wepl wodrirelas Fw 7d 
xepddaov ola re kal €& olwv dvipGv dpiorn xaredaiver’ dv wo yevéoOar. For the 
thought that to understand a thing one should see it put together, cp. Tim. 27C, 
28 B, 90 E, etc. 

179 7, 1, 11 and 15. 
189 The MSS vary between épv and @ye:. The former emphasizes the process of 

origination ; the latter implies it in the question as to the truth about phenomena 
(ra@s yet), Cp. Parmen. fr. 10. In Hippocrates ws éye: is often used in relation to 
gvo.s = constitution. 

181 Where the physical philosopher inquired rlow (gvotkais) dvd-yxats. yl-yverat, 
Socrates asked, if at all, 7 &kacra 6 Geds unxavara, Xen. Mem. tv. 7,6. Cp. ibid. 
1. 4, 14 where dice: = Oeod wpovoig: dicts has become the mechanism of God’s 
providence. 

182 Cp. Aristoxenus, fr. 31 (Miiller, F. H. G., 11. 281) @yot & *A. 6 povorkds 
Tvday elvac rov Abyov révie *’AOhvnor yap évrvyeiv Swxpdrec trav dvipav éexelvwv eva 
twa, kdrecta avrod ruvOdver Oat, Ti roy pirocogoly * rod & eiwévros, bre (nrav wepl rot 
avOpwrivou Blov, xarayeXdoa Tov "Ivddv, \éyorra wh Sivacbal rwa 7a avOpérwa xarideiv 
d-yvootvrd "ye 7a Geta. Compare the opinion of those who held that one cannot know 
the gvcis of man without knowing the gvcis rod Sov. : 

183 One is tempted to regard this as a hit at Empedocles; cp. fr. 111. Because 
of this expression Empedocles has been set down as a charlatan ; but in the present 
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sort they may desire, or whether they do not even conceive such a hope, 
but are content merely to know how these phenomena occur.” The 
difference between the physical and the teleological points of view is 
beautifully illustrated by the story told by Plutarch in his Life of Per- 
icles: 184 “It is related that on a certain occasion the head of a goat 
with a single horn was brought from the country to Pericles, and that 
Lampon, the seer, when he saw the strong, solid horn growing out of 
the middle of the forehead, said that, there being in the city two rivals 
for power, Thucydides and Pericles, the power would come to the one 
to whom the sign was given. Anaxagoras, however, cutting open the 
skull, showed that the brain was not fully developed at the base, but 
shrunken from its integument and coming somewhat toa point, egg- 
like, at the spot where the horn sprouted. At the time Anaxagoras 
was applauded by those who were present ; but Lampon’s turn came 
shortly afterwards, when the power of Thucydides was broken and the 
affairs of the people came steadily under the direction of Pericles. 

There was nothing, however, so far as I can see, in the way of the phy- 
sical philosopher and the seer 485 being equally in the right, the one 

state of his poem we are not in position to judge. The promise of fr. 2 is sufficiently 
modest (cp. Parmenides, fr. 10 and 11). I incline to think that fr. 111 belongs to 
the concluding passage of his philosophical poem, and voices the high hopes of the 
author that the secrets of nature will soon be laid bare. The age of Empedocles 
was intoxicated with the new wine of science and regarded nothing as too difficult 
to explain. Once the principles were fully understood, as in certain sciences (e.g. 
medicine, as we have seen) they were by some even then thought to be, it was not 
strange that men should hope to perform wonders of science equal to the most 
ambitious miracles of magic. 

1% ©, 6. 
185 It is certain that the Socratic teleology, whether suggested by Socrates’ 

reverence for uayrixy or not, came to the rescue of divination at a time when it was 
in a bad way, as we may see from Thucydides. The identity of the two points of 
view is apparent: the question remains whether teleology is immanent in the process 
of nature or imposed on it from without. In a way yavrixy differs from icropin 
chiefly in this that the latter attempts to know the present by reconstructing the 
past, while the former seeks to infer the future from the present. Hence the words 
of Pindar, Pyth. 9, 48 ff. are interesting: xépsov 6s mdvrwy rédos | olaGa (Apollo) cai 
macas KedevOous . . . xa rt wédAdet, xa Eooera, eb kaBopgs. Knowledge of the 
end; implies teleology : 8 re wéAXNex is 6 re ore thrown into the future, and dérdéev 
&ocera refers to the xéX\evOar, as Gildersleeve rightly says. Compare the praise of 
(Anaxagorean ?) physical philosophy in Eurip. fr. 910 (the text of Diels, Vorsokr. 
299, 23) SABios Boris rijs icroplas | Ecxe udOnow | ure wodtrGv eri rymocivyny | wir’ 
els ddlxovs mpdtes dpudr, | dd’ dbavdrov Kxabopdy dicews | xbouov dyhpwr, H Te 
cuvésrtn | xm xSrws. What and how are the main questions; the latter 
includes the story, and hence the beginnings. Compare Plato, Phaed. 97C ei ofw 
ris Bovdorro Tip alrlav ebpeiv wept Exdorov Srp ylyverac } dwbdduTAL F ~ore with 96 A 
trepjpavos ydp pmo éddxer (sc. 7 codla, hw 5 Kadodor wepi dicews icropiav), xal 
eldéva: ras airlas éxdorov, dia ri ylyveras Exacrov Kal dca rl dwdddvTat Kal dia 7h ore. 
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well singling out the physical cause (rj airiav) the other the purpose 
(rd réXos) ; for the former was, by hypothesis, inquiring from what phy- 

sical conditions it sprung and how it came about in the course of nature 
(ex tivwy yéyove kal m&s wépuxe), Whereas the latter was predicting to 
what purpose it came about and what it signified ” (rpds ri yéyove kai ti 
onpaiver). 

Democritus is reported to have said that he would rather make one 
contribution to the causal explanation of things than be made King of 
the Persians.18¢ Surely this does not mean that he wanted to discover 
an atom ; he was in search of the causal nexus in whatever form, and 
his atoms and void were only the last link in the chain. Men knew 
what it meant to explain: they did not confuse explanation with de- 
scription, although they might content themselves with the latter, in 
default of the former. This was often the attitude of the physician, 
aware of his ignorance of the real cause. The words of Thucydides 
about the great plague well illustrate this point. “ As to its probable 
origin,” he says,+87 “or the causes which might or could have produced 
such a disturbance of nature, every man, whether a physician or not, 
may give his own opinion. But I shall describe its actual course, and 
the symptoms by which any one who knows them beforehand may 
recognize the disorder should it ever reappear.” 

It would be easy to multiply witnesses proving that the pre-Socratic 
philosophers aimed at nothing short of a complete understanding of the 
world in terms of its physical causes ; but enough has been said. There 
is, however, one passage in Plato to which reference should be made. 
In the Phaedo 188 Socrates sets forth, as only Plato could do it, the 
difference in point of view between the Socratic and the pre-Socratic 
philosophies. No contrast could be more clearly or sharply drawn: on 
the one hand we find an explanation of things beginning with matter 
and operating with mechanical causes, for which Socrates declares him- 
self by nature unfitted ; on the other stands the teleological conception 
of the world for which Socrates is sponsor. Socrates tells how eagerly 
he took up the book of Anaxagoras in the hope of finding a real antici- 
pation of his view, but only to meet with utter disappointment. Plato 
does not often touch directly upon the earlier philosophies, but here he 
has drawn a picture of their aims and methods which leaves nothing 
to be desired. Perhaps its full significance is hardly realized. 

186 Fr, 118. 
187 11. 48, 3, transl. Jowett. In Hippocrates, especially in the works which may 

be classed as note-books, explanation commonly yields to description of the disease 
and its symptoms. 

188 96 A foll. 
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It may be assumed, then, that in the conception of Nature developed 
by the pre-Socratics all the main*senses of the term ¢ious were com- 
bined ; that is to say, Nature meant to them not only that out of 
which things grew or of which, in the last analysis, they are consti- 
tuted ; this was one of its meanings, but only one, and that not the 
most important. Certainly it would not be true to say even of the Ioni- 
ans that they restricted themselves to the question as to the primary 
substance of the world. Nature (and vos) meant more than this : it 
included the law or process of growth exemplified in all things. Aris- 
totle and Theophrastus suggest that Thales was led to the assumption 
that water was the primary substance by observations connected with 
evaporation and precipitation ; be that as it may, it is certain that his 
successor Anaximander was more interested in the cosmic process of seg- 
regation than in his colorless Infinite, and thenceforward cosmic pro- 
cesses and laws occupy the attention of philosophers more and more. 
The main sense of Nature was, however, the sum of things as consti- 
tuted by the elements and the cosmic laws and processes. ‘This it was, 
the Natura Rerum, to the understanding of which the philosopher im- 
mediately addressed himself ; and it was in this sense that the term ducts 
occurs in the titular phrase Ilepi ¢icews. Yet, as we have seen, while 
the inquiry or icropin zepi dicews concerned the question ‘ what is it’ 
(67 éor), the answer at once carried the inquirer to the further ques- 
tions ‘of what is it constituted’ and ‘how did it come about.’ There 
is nothing startling in this conclusion. It is just what we might have 
expected, knowing the operations of the human mind. It is, however, 
not without a certain interest that we thus discover the ideals of pres- 
ent-day science informing and impelling the fathers of all science. 

Science, however, merely formulates in the hierarchy of its ideals the 
interests of the plain man who goes about his daily business with no 
particular predilection for matters theoretical. The common mind is 
chiefly concerned with results, neither asking nor greatly caring how 
they were obtained. As for the underlying causes, material or efficient, 
which produced the results, they are relatively unimportant, except for 
the purpose of attaining the same object either actually or by way of 
ideal construction or verification. Thus every one has heard of the 
latest invention, say the aeroplane, and accepts it as a fact of interest. 
Many, though by no means all, know the names of the inventors ; the 
human interest in personalities of distinction contributes not a little to 
the attitude of mind which fixes attention upon the author. Even 
smaller is the number of those who know of what materials the machine 
is constructed. That is a question of importance chiefly to the practical 
experimenter. Fewest of all are those who concern themselves about 

VOL. XLvV.—9 
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the natural laws involved in the attempt to navigate the air, of which 
the inventor must take advantage in the deft adjustment of his me- 
chanical contrivance to the attainment of his cherished object. Many 
an experimenter even will be found to be lacking in a knowledge of 
these principles which absorb the attention of the theorist. The natural 
philosopher, however, will devote himself to the determination and for- 
mulation of the laws involved ; from his point of view the inventor is 
of no consequence, and in his calculations the materials used in the 
contrivance will figure as a plus or minus quantity. 

It remains for us to speak briefly of Professor Burnet’s dictum 189 
concerning the scope of the early Greek researches Ilepi dicews. Since 
he himself holds that the title is not original and finds it first men- 
tioned in Euripides,19 it is fair to judge it by the conceptions of the 
fifth century. But we may reasonably go farther and assert that the 
usage of the fifth and fourth centuries B.c. merely reflects the ideals of 
Greek science as they were gradually developed from the beginning. 
In the Metaphysics 191 Aristotle says: ‘ It is owing to their wonder 
that men both now begin and at first began to philosophize ; they won- 
dered originally at the obvious difficulties, then advanced little by little 
and stated difficulties about the greater matters, e. g. about the phe- 
nomena of the moon and those of the sun, and about the stars and 
about the genesis of the universe.” It is clear that the “obvious diffi- 
culties,” which are said to have originally excited the wonder of men, 
belong rather to the stages of preparation for technical philosophy, and 
that philosophy proper begins for Aristotle with the investigation of the 
phenomena of the heavens and of the origin of the universe. Accord- 
ing to Plato 192 also it was the observed regularities of heavenly phe- 
nomena that begot the research into the nature of the universe. They 
were the Ocia par excellence,193 and wonder born of the observation of 
them was supposed to have produced the belief in the existence of 
gods.194 It can hardly be doubted that in the early stages of philoso- 
phy the researches of investigators might have been almost indifferently 
characterized as zepi peredipwv OF wept diaews toropin. Speaking of the 
distinction and elevation in oratory conferred upon Pericles by his fa- 
miliarity with the lofty speculations of Anaxagoras, Plato says 195 racax 
doar peyarat TOV TexvOv tpocdéovTat GdorETXias Kai peTEewporoyias Picews 

189 Quoted above, p. 80. 
199 See above, n. 7, 
191 Met. 982° 12-17, transl. Ross. 
192 Tim. 47 A. Cp. Epin. 990 A and Repub. 530 A-531 A. 
193 Cp. n. 182 above. 
194 By Democritus, cp. Diels, Vorsokr. 365, 22 foll. 
195 Phacdr, 269 E. 
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wép.; and even Aristotle comprehended in the term perewpodAcyia his 
philosophy of nature as a whole.19* His Physics is rather the metaphy- 
sical consideration of the principles involved in the explanation of 
Nature. In the Hippocratean treatise [epi capxoy occurs an instruc- 
tive passage. “Concerning ra peréwpa,” we read,197 “I do not want 
to speak except to show, in regard to man and the other animals, how 
they came about in the course of nature, and what the soul is, what is 
health and disease, what it is that produces health and disease in man, 
and from what cause he dies.” The author, while professing to speak 
Tept Tav perewpwv, proceeds to sketch the origin of things, giving in fact 
a miniature discourse Ilepi dicews after the manner of the philosophers, 
in the course of which he describes the segregation of the cosmic ele- 
ments and then turns abruptly to tell of the origin of the various parts 
of the human organism. Each subject is introduced with the laconic 
but significant phrase, dd éyevero, 198 
We are thus brought face to face with the second sphere of interest 

included in the researches of early philosophy ; for, however much the 
cosmos engaged the attention of the investigator, the microcosm soon, 
if not immediately, made good its claims. We have repeatedly re- 
marked upon the intimate connexion of medicine, so far as it con- 
cerned physiology, with inquiries zepi dicews. We need not now 
enlarge upon this theme. It is sufficient to call attention to the fact 
that it was recognized by Aristotle 199 as well as by the pre-Socratics. 

But while the philosopher may have devoted the greater part of his 
attention to these two fields, nothing lay outside the sphere of his in- 
terest. Thus it is not improbable that the study of mathematics was 
associated with philosophy from the beginning and included in the 
scope of Ilepi dvaews icropiy. Aristotle, whose empirical method of 
determining what does and what does not belong to the subject matter 
of the several sciences is well known, says in the Metaphysics : 29° 

196 See Gilbert, Die meteorol. Theorien des griechischen Altertums, p. 14. 
197 II. capxav, 1 (8, 584 Littré) wepl dé rav werewpuw ode (read oddéy !) Séouae 

héyew, hv wh Trocotrov és dvOpwrov dmodeliw kal ra Gra fGa, dxdca (read Sxws !) 
&pu xal éyévero, kal Sri Yuxh éorw, cal Sri 7d Wyialvew, cal bret 7d Kduvew, kal Sre 
To év GvOpwrw xaxdv kal dyabdv, kal S0ev droOvyjcxe. This little treatise has been 
unduly neglected and deserves especial attention because of its intimate relation to 
pre-Socratic philosophy. Its date is hard to determine. Diels, Elementum, p. 17, 
n. 2, would assign it to the first half of the fourth century, B.c. 

198 Compare Arist., De Partt. Animal, 641*7 obrws yap xai ol pvovoddyot ras yevé- 
ges xai Tas alrias Tod oxhuaros Aéyovow* bwd Tlywy yap EdnmoupyjOncay dvvduewr. 
Ibid. 647*9 foll. ; [Arist.] Prob. 892* 23 foll. 

199 Cp. Arist., De Longev. 464° 33 ff. ; De Partt. Animal. 653*8 foll. ; De Sensu, 
436° 17 foll. ; De Respir., 480° 22 foll, 

200 1005*19 foll., transl. Ross, 
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“We must state whether it belongs to one or to different sciences to 
inquire into the truths which are in mathematics called axioms, and 
into substance. Evidently the inquiry into these also belongs to one 
science, and that the science of the philosopher . . . And for this rea- 
son no one who is conducting a special inquiry tries to say anything 
about their truth or falsehood, — neither the geometer nor the arithme- 
tician. Some natural philosophers (dvacxoi) indeed have done so, and 
their procedure was intelligible enough ; for they thought that they alone 
were inquiring about the whole of nature and of being” (epi te THs Gdns 
dicews Kal epi tov ovros). In like manner Plato 21 refers to the 
philosophers as those “who discourse and write about nature and the 
universe” ( oi wepi @icews Te kai Tod dAov diadeyopuevor Kai ypadorres). 
Again 22 he pictures Hippias enthroned in the chair of philosophy at 
the home of Callias with a crowd of admiring students at his feet, who 
“appeared to be plying him with certain astronomical questions about 
nature and the phenomena of the heavens” (éfaivovro 5é zepi hicews Te 
Kal Tov peTewpwv aGoTpovouixa arra duepwrav). Here repi dicews gives 
the general subject, which includes 7a peréwpa, and this in turn com- 
prehends dorpovopixd arra.293 We may, therefore, safely say that 
Ilepi dicews was the general title 24 by which the comprehensive philo- 

sophical works of the early philosophers were called because they were 
devoted to the universal Rerum Natura.2°5 For this reason also Iepi 

201 Jysis, 214 B. 202 Protag., 315 C. 
203 This seems also to be the interpretation put upon the passage by Gilbert, Die 

meteorol. Theorien des griechischen Altertums, p. 3, n. 3, although he emphasizes the 
(undoubted) fact that in many cases wepi peredpwv and wepl dicews were used inter- 
changeably. 

204 See Gilbert, 0. c., p. 6, n. 1: “*Es haben deshalb Anaximenes und Anaxi- 
mander, Xenophanes und Parmenides, Empedokles und Anaxagoras jeder in einem 
Werke die Metaphysik, Physik, und Meteorologie gleichmassig behandelt. Auch des 
Diogenes von Apollonia angefiihrte Schriften uerewpodoyia und epi dvOpdrov picews 
waren wohl nur Teile seines Werkes 7. dicews. Erst Demokrit, der auch hierin 
epochemachend erscheint, hat — neben der Darstellung seines Gesamtsystems — in 
einer Menge von Specialschriften seine Forschungen niedergelegt.” Diels, Vorsokr. 
p. 333, is of the same opinion regarding the titles attributed to Diogenes. It was 
the common tradition in after times that II. pécews was the general title ; ep. D. L. 
1X. 5 (of Heraclitus) 7d 5¢ @epduevov avrod B:Bdlov éori wéev awd Tod cvvéxovros Tepi 
gicews, Sinpnrar dé els rpeis Aoyous, els Te Tov wept To mavros Kal woduTiKdy Kal Beodo- 
yixév. Hippolytus, Philos. 2 (Diels, Dox. 555, 17) says of Pythagoras: xal obros dé 
rept puoixav (= mepl gicews) (nrhoas Euctev dorpovoulay Kal ‘yewuerpiay cal povorkxiw 
kal dpiOunrixw. Cp. ibid, 1. 24: eira éweddy ... wepl dorpwr xal dicews pidogo- 
phowor,xTr.  Philolaus, fr. 6, rept pices cal appovias Sde Exe. To the Pythago- 
reans, we are told, icropia meant yewuerpia ; cp. Nichomachus, apud Iamblichus, 
Vita Pythag. 89. 

205 It is therefore not surprising to find in Plato uses of gvois corresponding to 
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dvcews toropia was set in sharp contrast 296 to the ethical and method- 
ological studies of Socrates which resulted in the logic and metaphysics 
of Plato and Aristotle. 

It is not surprising that science, sprung from the bosom of religion, 
and fostered by a spirit of reverence for truth in an age when the 
crumbling ruins of ancient beliefs testified to a loss of respect for the 
traditional gods, should have become in a measure itself a religion. 
Attention was called above to the fact that the philosophical system 
became in time invested with sanctity and was handed down as a iepos 
Adyos- In the Greek mysteries, even in the fifth century, and possibly 
in the sixth, éozreia, the final stage of initiation, included a vision of 
that most divine spectacle, the stellar universe. In Orphic and Py- 
thagorean conventicles there was undoubtedly some consideration of 
its meaning, though one cannot say how much. Much nonsense is 
reported of the secrets of the Pythagoreans, but it probably had some 
basis in fact. The religion of the time tended more and more to be- 
come a matter of the individual, though the public forms were ob- 
served. Science, competing with religion and in educated circles to a 
considerable extent supplanting it, naturally appropriated its forms. 
The “ Law” of Hippocrates 27 ends thus : “ Things holy are revealed 
to holy men ; to the profane it is forbidden, before they are initiated 
into the Mysteries of science.” We are familiar with the beatitude 
pronounced by the poets upon those who were initiated in the Myste- 
ries of Eleusis,2°8 for they should see the gods and dwell with them, 
released from the distressing cycle of birth and death. Not unlike it is 
the inspired utterance of Euripides 2° in praise of the philosopher of 
nature: “Blessed is he who hath got knowledge of science, bent 
neither on harm to his neighbors nor on ways of injustice ; but, con- 
templating the ageless order of undying nature, knoweth what it 
is and how. ‘To such men there never cleaves desire for deeds of 
shame.” : 

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, 
MIDDLETOWN, CoNnn., July 10, 1909. 

the Lucretian phrases in rerum natura and in rebus ; thus, Phaedo 103 B odre 76 év 
juw ovre rd év rH pice, and Parm. 132 Dra pév clin raira Gowep rapadelyuara 
écrdvar dv TH poet. 

206 Arist., Met. 987°1 foll. Cp. n. 7, above. 
207 Hippocrates, 4, 642 Littré. Cp. also the “Opxos (4, 628 foll. Littré). . 
208 Cp. especially Pindar, fr. 114 (Bergk) 65\fc0os boris idav | xeiv’ elo’ bd yOdy’* 

olde uév Biov reXeurdy, | older 5é didcdorov apxdv. 
209 Fr. 910. The text is quoted above, n. 185. 
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